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Soviet citizens
visit Durham
By Steve McEvoy
Before arriving in Washington,
Sunday evening four Soviet the Soviets visited the Pi10enix
citizens were the center ot area for a week and the San
attention at a fundraiser at the Francisco area, also for a week.
Mill Pond Center in Durham.
Tolochin was asked what
The four are here as participants in a program of the San most impressed him about this
Francisco-based Center for country, he answered that he
was very impressed with PortsUS/USSR Initiatives (CUUI).
The program is called "Soviets, mouth. He was surprised and
M e e t M i d d l e A m e r i c a pleased by the old buildings and
narrow streets. He said that the
(SMMA)."
The objective of the program town brought to his mind his
is to produce informal dialogue conception of what England
in order to help squelch the must be like, though he has
preconceptions of the popula- never been there himself.
Vubarova, on the other hand,
tions of both countries, and to
encourage international person-· was most impressed with the
al friendships, thus improving city of San Francisco because
Igor Tolochin, Natasha Ale;androva, Valeri Zhicharev and Galiva Vybrova receive some
of its own unique flavor.
the prospects for peace.
When asked what he most capitalist wardrobe from the Mill Pond Center and NH residents. (Sharon Donovan photo)
The visitors were Natalia
Alexandrova- chair of foreign wanted to accomplish through
languages at the Academy of participation in the program,
Sciences in Leningrad, Galina Zhikharev answered that he
Vuborova- senior teacher at the wanted to get to know the
of the victims never seek help leased by SHARPP, seven of the
Moscow Pedagogical Institute, American people- their aspi- By Karen Hamilton
Reporting they were sexually because they feel they will be reported assaults went forward
Igor Tolochin- chair of British rations and hopes for the futurePhilology at Leningrad State and also for the Americans to assaulted last year, two more victimized. ·:students _are afraid with criminal prosecu~io1:. Four
University, and Valeri Zhikhar- get to know him and his fellow women have contacted Lhe Sex- that they will lose friends and of the ~ases were adjudicated
ev of the Soviet Peace Commit- travelers better. He wants also ual Harassment and Rape Prev- of what thei~ friends will say," ~hr<:>u~h the university's revised
Judicial system: and two were
.
to help dispell the misconcep- ention Program (SHARPP) G~?dmon said.
tee.
Students are not afraid of heard by UNH s Student Conduring the past week. According
CUUI has sent over 1,000 US tions which exist on both sides.
Commenting on these mis- to Eve Goodmon , SHARPP the police or the ad~inistration; duct Board. Of the remai ning
citizens to the Soviet Union, and
SMMA will ultimately bring 400 conceptions, T olochin said that coordinator the women came students are afraid of other two cases, one was dropped and
one other is under inyestigation.
.
Soviet citizens to the United most Soviets visiting the US for forward afte'r reading informa- students."
Good mo n s a 1d o the r
. Goodmon said anothe~ p_osStates. Half of that number are the first time are surprised to tion released by SHARPP and
invited by CUUI, the other half see so few uniformed members printed in The New Hampshire ~1ble reason students a~e !nt1m- SHARPP a_dvocates and herself
are designated by the Soviet of the armed services. He per- regarding the number of as- ~dated from ~eported mcide1;1ts pr_ef~r to see the cases go to a
sonally was impressed with how saults which occurred last se- 1s that heanng a male voice cnmmal court.
Peace Committee.
"The crime is a felony. It is
answer the police dispatch may
Participants must be between insulated the American people mester.
In response to requests from cause them to panic and hang not a problem for the Student
20 and 55 years of age, speak are from their government
The Soviets were asked which the university community for up. Goodmon stresses all a Conduct Board," Goodmon .said.
English, and be first time visGoodmon also admitted it is
questions they most often re- information about incidents .of victim has to do when reporting
itors to the US.
Before the fundraiser, which ceive from Americans. Vubor- inappropriate sexual behavior, an assault is say they want to not for SHARPP to dictate what
benefited CUUI, the S9viets ova answered that they often SHARPP released a report be put in contact with a the victims should do and ulheld a press conference. Alex- want to know more about the stating that 15 assaults occurred SHARPP advocate and leave timately the victims have to
androva told members of the Soviet Republics and about the between .September and De- their phone number. A choose for themselves what
SHARPP advocate is then con- course of action to take.
press that the four were very · nationalities of the Soviet Un- cember of last year.
The advantage of bringing
"If people talk about it, then tacted, calls the vicitm back and
pleased and honored to be 10n.
case before the Student
the
is
vicit
the
where
to
goes
even
help,"
seek
will
victims
the
8
present at the inauguration of SOVIETS
Conduct Board is that the victim
'page
located.
President Bush on January 20. __
Goodman said.
According to the report re- does not have to face the assaiAccording to Goodman, most
lant. According to Goodmon,
the victim can tape record their
side of the story and never have
to appear. The perpetrator risks
being suspended or expelled.
The assailant does not receive
a criminal record but is removed
from the environment. It's what
By Karen Hamilton
decription in parking lot B,
the victim wants and it is an
McConto
next
located
is
which
is
male
te
whi
unknown
An
alterntive to the criminal courts,
wanted for suspicious activity nell Hall.
Goodmon said.
The woman reported that he
after he followed a UNH stuThe report also stated of the
dent last week, in the middle was "talking to her strangely"
15 cases, 14 were aquaintance
of the afternoon, from behind and drove away in a white pickrapes. Only one was a male
the Dimond Library and as she up truck, Dean said.
stranger rape. According . to
Although it was not a case of
entered Paul Creative Arcs
Goodmon, this senerio is comindecent exposure, it is not
Center (PCAC).
mon. Stranger rape is a rare
The man followed the woman known how far the incident
occasion, Goodman said, but also
into the building and, though might have gone and the police
suggested that people do not
he never exposed himself, are looking for more informa~
out at night by themselves
go
said.
Dean
tion,
fondled his genital area.
but to try to stay in a group.
The man is thought to be
According to Detective Paul
Goodmon said the number of
Dean from the University Po- between the age of 25 and 35
assaults was not high but what
lice, the woman did not give the with a light complexion and
needs to be considered is 1 out
man a chance to speak to her heavy build. He is 5 feet 10
. .
of 10 rapes go unreported.
even though he followed her at inches tall, weighs about 180Goodmon consideres Dura close distance. When she 200 pounds and has dark hair
ham just as safe as any other
approached a phone to contact and dark eyes.
place, and the report was not
The subject was last seen
the police, the man ran out the
. .
.:cf,~.
released due to an excessively
wearing ·a blue sweater with
front door of PCAC.
high concern by Durham resThe police are unable to green and red stripes, and dark
idents for their own safety. The
determine if the man is a UNH blue pants. He is wanted for
information was released, acactivity.
student. The only possible lead suspicious
Anyone with further infor- L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. cording to Goodmon, because
to his identity is a report from
the community felt they had the
another woman who believes mation can contact Detective
to know .
right
862-1427.
at
Dean
his
she saw someone fitting

SHARP P info is helpful

Suspicio us man P------------- -------------- --.
sought by police
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NEWS IN. BRIEF
1,

·O rtega praises US

Gang member arrested
in death of 2-year-old

Skinheads revive white
supremaci st movement

A purported gang member has been arrested in
the drive-by shooting of a 2-year-old boy, whose
funeral drew calls to halt the persistent violence
that left two other people dead during the weekend.
The violence came on the heels of an anti-gang
sweep of South Central Los Angeles late Friday
and .early Saturday. About 240 officers made 118
arrests, and 71 of those arrested were known gang
members, the police said.

Young skinheads revived the white supremacist
movement in America last year, according to a new
report that says older racists are organizing the
violent teen-age gangs into a national network.
"Not since the height of (Ku Klux) Klan activity
during the civil rights era has there been a white
supremacist group so obsessed with violence, or
so reckless in its disregard for the law," says the
report by Klanwatch, which monitors white
supremacist activities nationwide for the Southern
Poverty Law Center. The report, issued Monday
says skinheads have been linked to two-thirds of
racial assaults documented by Klanwatch in 1988.
They are also said responsible for killings in Las
Vegas and Rena, Nev., Portland, Ore., and San Jose,
Calif.

Charles Manson answers
student's letter

Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega praised a
US pledge to hold off military aid for rebels and
proposed that the United States join Central
American governments to fight drug trafficking,
newspapers reported Sunday. Barricada, the government newspaper, quoted Ortega as saying Vice
President Dan Quayle's prom_ise and other comments
on Nicaragua were "constructive, intelligent, and
not confrontational." ·

Man crushed to death
by dumbwaiter
An 18-year-old man accidentally crushed to death
was trying to ride in a dumbwaiter at a gourmet
delicatessen, said Brookline police.
Kevin Gannon of Brookline, MA, a part-time
employee at the J. Bildner & Sons store, was found
by a co-worker at about 9 p.m. Friday and rushed
by ambulance to Beth Israel Hospital, where he
was pronounced dead, said Sgt. Thomas Taylor.
Police said the teenager had unloaded food from
the dumbwaiter into a basement freezer as the store
was preparing to close for the night. Then he
apparently decided to take a ride in the 3-foot square
cubicle, rather than walking up the stairs.
"We believe he positioned himself part way into
the dumbwaiter and then reached out to push the
button to take himself back up," Taylor said Sunday.
"He got caught between the base of the dumbwaiter
and the wall."
Taylor added that industrial dumbwaiters are
supposed to have safety devices that prevent them
from operating unless the doors are completely
closed. State inspectors are checking the delicatessen's dumbwaiter to see whether the safety device
was missing or malfunctioning, he said .

Mass murderer Charles Manson responded with
a postcard to a ninth-grader's letter asking him
what his future plans are and if he would commit
murder if released on probation.
Manson, who has a parole hearing scheduled for
Wednesday at California's San Quent-in Prison,
Eighteen prisoners died and e_ight ot~ers we~e
didn't answer Lario Alcorta's questions, but he did
cell m
injured after they were jammed mto a
write a postcard that Alcorta said was hard to
a punitive action following_ ~n att~mpted Jal~-break
decipher.
in Sao Paulo, Brazil, authonttes said Sunday.
On the front of the card, under Manson's name
Several of the 18 died of asphyxiation, while others
an:d prison number, was written "you want one
• were trample,d to death by cellmates when more
to fix what many have done."
than 50 prisoners were packed into a 3-by-9 foot
"All you wrote about was the judgement made
cell with no window or ventilation, Sao Paulo state
by others and pushed over on me to carry," Manson
· 'began. "People have made me to be all the frills ·prison system spokesman Guilherme Santana told
The Associated Press.
of their own world and put me up to die for it."
The prisoners were forced into th~ cell after
Alcorta, 14, of Grand Island, Nebraska, said he
grabbing prison guard Teresa Dantas _m_ a~ early
wrpte to Manson for a journalism project at Walnut
morning attempted break from the Jail, m the
·
J uni~r High.
working-class neighborhood.

50 prisoners held in 3x9
foot cell; 18 dead
tt~r
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Events planne d for
Black Histor y Month
By Ishi N iyama Burdett
"We' re bringing out these bands
In addition to the national and but we can't afford to promote
Seacoast area celebrations of the concerts."
"MUSO was very supportive
February as Black History
Month, the UNH Diversity in trying to help us make up the
Committee is sponsoring a difference of (lost) funding, but
program of its own. The month other organizations weren't,"
will feature live enterta'inment, Douglass said.
Also included in the program
films, speakers and educational
programs in the dorms and in is a six-part film entitled Eyes
on the Prize, a history of the
the MUB.
The highlights of the pro- civil rights movement, shown
gram , are the three musical in the MUB each Tuesday in
concerts to be performed weekly February.
On Monday, Feb. 20 in the
in the MUB. Tickets are on sale
at the MUB ticket office for the MUB, two South African JourMardi Gras Spectacular on Feb- nalists, Joe Thloloe and Thami
ruary 11, featuring the reggae Navwai, will speak to students.
Several discussions, workand calypso music of Islandside
and other shorter films
shops
~ate
the
of
(son
and C.J. Chenier
blues artist, Clifton Chenier) will also be presented throughand the Red Hot Louisiana out the month.
Douglass has high hopes for
Band. The Johnny C. Band with
Billy Lee of the Platters and the effect of the program on
Joanna Green will be perform- students, "similar to what we
set out to achieve through the
ing blues and soul on Feb. 17.
T.J. Wheeler was scheduled · Martin Luther King,Jr. march,"
to provide a free concert on Feb. which she also organized. "The
10, however recent University whole idea is to promote diverbudget cuts have severely re- sity," she said.
Like the march, Black History
duced funding for the UNH
diversity committee, according Month "will increase student
to Julia Douglass, hall director involvement and student owof Scott Hall, chairperson of the nership as far as UNH diversity
subcommittee on education and will go," said Douglass.
She added that the program
programming, and organizer
of Black History month. This does not only focus on racial
may force the committee to issues ...It is more getting people
to accept ideas that are different
cancel Wheeler's performance.
The committee cannot afford from their own."
Douglass said the concerts are
to take out advertisements as
a result of the budget cuts. "It's meant to be a learning expefrustrating ," said Douglass. rience a~ well as _good, fun

A light flirt with snow yesterday kept the campus white, and pathways slick. (Jody .Pratt
·
photo)
entertainment. "Through music
you can learn an awful lot," she
said, "so I hope that these
concerts will make people think
about their own attitudes."
Douglass added that "the
concerts and the programs in
the MUB are designed to make By Stephen Paterson
be a sudden onset--a person will
people think ... to let people
One hundred eighty-six stu- feel fine one minute, and absodevelop their own ideas."
dents received treatment for flu- lutely horrible one hour later,"
She encourages any students like illnesses at UNH's Health said Cavanaugh.
who are interested in getting Services from Jan. 15 through
She also noted that there is
_involved to contact her.
Jan. 31, according to Barbara usually a high fever and generCavanaugh, associate director ally more severe symptoms than
for nursing services at the UNH with the common cold. She said
the treatment Health Services
,Health Services Facility.
Cavanaugh said there are has been recommending is one.
about 200 different varieties of of lots of fluids and rest.
million worth of EC exports to respiratory viruses. UNH does
Health Services does not
the U.S. This action almost not have the facilities for recommend using too many
touched off a trade war which diagnosing the influenza viruses medications to treat the sympcould have involved a harmful so tests are-carried out by the toms, instead she says to take
EC ban on important U.S. corn Center for Disease Control Tylenol and Advil for relief of
and soybean imports.
fever and bodily aches, and let
(CDC) in Atlanta, Ga ..
According to Barney, part of
Patients are treated for symp- the body's immune system take ·
the European decision revolves toms without the benefit of a care of the rest.
around their preference of rais- culture because the test is not
Every week, Health Services
ing livestock in a more natural routinely done. When the test receives a bulletin from the
manner, which takes the issue is performed, the results are not CDC. They use this information
of animal rights into account.
available for several weeks, and as a reference, to see trends
"The Europeans are looking sometimes months.
· around the country.
for an organically natural animAccording to most recent
The 186 reported cases are
al," Barney said. "It is a different only those respiratory illnesses CDC report, there have been
way of thinking than here in the resembling the flu. The figure four outbreaks of influenza in
U.S .. We're trying to take ad- does not include the common elementary schools across the
vantage of our knowledge."
cold and bronchitis, which are country.
_ An important and effective also frequently diagnosed at this
Schools in Ohio, Nebraska,
time of year. One hundred California, and Washington
nineteen women and 67 men experience maximum absenteereceived treatment for the in- ism levels during the outbreaks,
ranging from 14 percent to 36
fluenza virus.
"I felt miserable. All I wanted percent. The University of
to do was sleep, but even that Wisconsin reported an outbreak
hurt." Rod Holland, a senior in December, with 25 percent
in the civil technology program, of the patients seen at the
described his symptoms as high school's outpatient clinic having
fever, chills, congestion, and the flu virus.
As of Jan. 13, the center
head and body aches.
Holland was afflicted with reported 186 culture-confirmed
symptoms of the flu for five cases of influenza. Of those
days. He said he only missed infected, 81 percent had the type·
four classes, all on the same day. B virus, and 19 percent were
n~w group of synthetic growth
In general, more women than infected with type A virus.
hormones, called somatotrop- men come into Health Services Among type B virus victims, 56
ins, may be approved in three for treatment of health prob- percent of these were 18 years
to five years, Barney said.
lems, except in the case of old or younger. This may be
"There are new drugs being sports-related injuries. There attributed to the rapid spread
initiated all the time," Barney are also a certain percentage of of the virus in the schools.
said.
In Durham, the Oyster River
students who will not come in
Barney said all growth hor- for treatment of a problem, Middle School has felt the
mones being legally used in the although Cavanaugh stresses effects of the virus as well.
U.S. have been approved by the that this is not necessarily a very According to school nurse Judy
U.S. Food and Drug Adminis- large number.
Coburn, she has been sending
tration (FDA).
She also said there are distinct on an average of five stuc!_ents =
differences ·between influenza
FLU, page 9
STEROIDS, page 7
and the common cold.
"Often with the flu there will '

'Steeri ng' toward s steroid s
By R. Scott Nelson
When you think of steroid
hormone use, football players,
body-builders and track stars
probably come to mind.
Soon, many livestock may get
into the act as well.
No, steroid hormone injections do not help pigs break
world records or make steers
more macho. But the largely yetto-be-approved class of synthetic chemicals, which duplicate
naturally occurring growth hormones, can increase meat production dramatically.
Dwight Barney, associate
professor of Applied Animal
Science at UNH, said there is
an "astronomical" difference
in meat production between
those animals treated with
synthetic growth hormones and
those which are not.
"If we increase an animal's
amount of growth hormone, we
will have 20 to 40 percent more
meat, and it will be more lean
with less fat," Barney said.
"If there is more total lean
meat," Barney added, "we could
theoretically have cheaper, leaner, healthier meat on the
market."
But the controversy lies over
whether meat which comes
from animals injected with
·synthetic growth hormones is
safe for human consumption.
Dr. Charles Schwab, associate
professor in UNH' s .Animal
Nutritional Science department,
said he sees no danger when
small quantities are ingested
by humans.
"There are various studies
being conducted on animal
growth hormones, and so far
they appe~r to be _!)eneficial and

not harmtul to humans."
"Any of your steroid hormones are proteins," Schwab
said. "When you, I, or an animal
consumes a protein, it gets
digested and absorbed as amino
acids, the building blocks of
proteins."
"There are steroids and hormones naturally occurring in
animal and plant material we
eat," Schwab added.
Schwab said steroid hormones only have an effect when
injected directly into the bloodstream, such as some athletes
do.
Members of the European
C_Qpimunity, a trade organiza-

tion of western European nations, do not think hormone.treated beef is desireable, however. On January 1, the EC
placed an import ban on beef
from animals treated with
growth-promoting hormones.
This ban has caused concern
in the U.S., which exports large
quantities of meat, much of
which is hormone-treated, co
European markets.
The Reagan Adminstration
immediately retaliated by placing a 100 pe~cent tariff on $100

Flu season brings
illcrea sed illness es
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·Ar~_y ou aware of.the non-sexis t language policy on this
campus? And if so do you abide by it?
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"I am not aware of such a policy
on this campus. This policy is
something the campus should
be made more aware of."

"I am unaware, the student
body should be informed." -

'Wo. No one likes to bear foul
language."

Christine Lovely

Scott Gunter

Shawn Evans

Undeclared

Hotel Admin.

"I.. took a moral philosophy
course and the professor stressed
·gender equality. I do not know
what such a policy would entail."
Jeff Brown

V.T.A.E.

Sophomore

Sophomore

Senior
Sophomore
Philosophy

FRI DAY F.EB. 10 @ 8 PM
·'THIS IS THE WEEK OF THE
.
LEGENDARY MAX CREEK'
.

BUY TICKETS NOW
or the night of the show. ..

STUDENTS
NON-STUDENTS

$5
$9

(at the MUB Ticket Office)
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Natio nal exch ange avail able
according to the national student exchange booklet.
"It's important that students
take time when selecting ... they
have to ask how realistic a place
is academically as well as financially," Tacy said.
In order to be eligible, one
must be at least a first semester
sophomore currently enrolled
in a four-year program, with a
declared major and holding at
least a 2.5 grade point average.
Students should realize that
it is geared towards academics,
said Tacy. "It is an academic
program, we can't let students
just run off and enjoy",'' added
Tacy.
"These schools are allowing
you to take courses that are not
offered at UNH," said Laura
Hale, an exchange intern majoring in business.
Students must fill in a transfer
credit prior approval form
according to Tacy. "I will cancel
the exchange if I d~Q't have_

By Maria Demos
With UNH as a new member
of the National Student Exchange Program, students now
have the opportunity to study
at over 80 different campuses,
including ones in the Virgin
Islands and Puerto Rico.
According to Carolyn Tacy,
head of the exchange program,
UNH President Gordon Haaland signed the exchange agreement early last July. The program will allow students to pay
tuition and fees at home (to
UNH), and deal with room and
board with their host campus,
_said Tacy.
"This arrangement is known
as a plan B," said Tacy. UNH
students can only select universities that fanction under the
plan B program.
The price of room and board
varies from place to place. The
University of Puerto Rico is
about $600, whereas Trenton
State College is about ~2,010.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7

one," Tacy said.
"This form is a type of contract," Tacy said. The Registrar's
office, the student's ...dvisor, and
the Dean of Students must all
sign the form prior to the
exchange.
"Students can gain so much
academically, personally, and
culturally," Tacy said.
Presently, UNH is hosting
two students through the program, said Tacy. One from the
University of Maryland and the
other from the University of
Minnesota. In exchange, one
UNH student is studying at
North Carolina State U niversity, and another at Eastern New
Mexico University.
"It's a great way to get out
while being enrolled at UNH,"
said Hale.
On Thursday at 12:30 p.m.
in the Forum room of Dimond
Library, there will be an introduction meeting of the National
Student Exchange program.

BUDGET RESCISSION MEETING - Special joint meeting
of Academic Senate, Student Senate, PAT & Operating Staff
Councils to discuss the Budget Rescission. Johnson Tneater,
12:30 pm. Entire community is welcome.
GREAT COOKS ON CAMPUS SERIES - Features Northern
Italian cuisine and European - sty_le pasteries. Seating for
faculty, staff and public 6:30 to 7:15 pm at Huddleston.
$12.50 per person. Information: 862-25S-3.
GERMAN FILM SERIES - ''Triumph of the Will." Room
4, Horton, 6:45 pm.

WEDNESDAY , FEBRUARY 8
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES - "Dersu Uzala," Part 1. Room
110, Murkland, 4 pm, $1.
ITALIAN FILM - Room 110 Murkland, 7 pm, $1.
STUDENT SHOWCASE PERFORMANC E - Music. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 7 pm. Ticket Information 862-2190.
LECTURE - "Is There Life After College." Jack Falvey,
author of 2 books about finding jobs, will speak on the business
of getting jobs. Forum Room, Library, 7 pm.
MEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Boston University. Field house,
7:30 pm.
COMEDY NIGHT - MUB Pub, 9 pm, students $3, general

$5.

§

l

<:!J

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9
ART GALLERIES - "Brown Bag Series" - Gallery walk
by students who curated the exhi6ition of works from the
A.rt Galleries Permanent Collection. Paul Arts, noon.

~WR/

WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH SERIES - "Violence
on Campus," Eve Goodmon, Coordinator of SHARPP (Sexual
Harassment and Rape Prevention Program, UNH)
Hillsborough/Su llivan Room, MUB, 12:30 to 2 pm.

'JOWV

Ii

O,Ul/1/

(?

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Northeastern. Snively Arena,
·
7 pm.

~

~-CJ~

91~

t

6:00-9:00am
Breakfast Specials 1-8 only

Monday
Feb.13
through

ITALIAN FILM - Room 110, Murkland, 7 pm, $1.
MUSO FILM "The King of Hearts." Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 pm, students $1, general $2.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10

Or

POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES -;im Warner (UNH
Economics), "Karl Marx, Credit, an Crisis," Room 206,
McConnell, noon to 2 pm.

~-CJ~

FIRE AND ICE SPECTACULAR - Featuring the AGR Torch
Run for Leukemia, outdoor skating rink on campus, free
entertainment and refreshments, 7 pm.

2:00-7:00pm
on all Dinner Specials

SCOPE CONCERT - Max Creek. Granite State Room, MUB,
. .
8pm.

Friday
Feb. 17
12 to 5 p.m.

Feb. 13, 7pm
The Forum Rm. in
The · Diamond Library .

in the MUB

c:)
i .
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Don't follow in their footsteps! Instead, bring your ambition and
strong work ethic to the Jordan Marsh Info Session and find out if you
have what it takes to build a terrific future in retailing.
At the Info Session, you'll learn about The Jordan Marsh Executive
Training Program, a company-paid 12 week program that highlights
a .combination of on-the-job training and classroom seminars.
Recognized as one of the top three retailing training programs in
the country, this session is just the beginning of the resources and
support available to you as a member of one of the most prestigious
names in retailing. And if you still wish to further your educaiion,
you can take advantage of our tuition reimbursement program.
So mark the date on your calendar, and mak~ sure you go to the JM
Info Session!
JM is an equal opportunity employer

Living the good life.
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~ACADEMIC
STUDY ABROAD: Applications for Study Abroad
in Granada, Spain for the Academic Year 198990 and fall 1989 are due Friday, February 24.
Application forms are available in Murkland 209.
See professors Wing or Komonchak for more
information or call 868-3206/3317.
UNH PRE-MEDICAL CLUB: The club is taking
an informal tour of Dartmouth Medical College
on Monday, February 13th, leaving at noon.,Anyone
interested please contact Kristen or Barbara at
862-3625 or 868-3206/3317.
UROP UNDERGRADUAT E RESEARCH
AWARDS: Students who wish to pursue a research
project and receive a stipend or support to defray
research expenses should contact the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program for information.
Applications and guidelines are available in the
UROP office, Hood House 209. Application
deadline is March 3.
ATHLETICS & RECREATION

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR SAILING
CLUB: All members and anyone interested in
joining is urged to come. Practice schedule and
regatta schedule to be discussed. Racing e.xperience
not required. Thursday, February 9, Room 38-39,
Field House, 7 pm.
GENERAL

TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. Come join us for an evening
of singing, fun and fellowship. Tuesday, February
7, room 11, New Hampshire Hall, 7-8:15 pm.

. TGIG PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the Non=
Traditional Student -C enter, Pettee House, noon
to 2 pm. $ 1.00 per slice and some of the best
company around.
MEETINGS

FIRESIDE INFORMATIONAL MEETING: An
excellent way of learning about Fireside. There
will be a slide show, games and leaders will present
their respective trips. Tuesday, February 7, Strafford
Room, MUB, 7:30 pm.
GAIA MEETING: Enviornmental conservationist
group meets. All are welcome. Wednesday, February
·
8, Hanover Room, MUB, 7 pm.
HSMA MEETING: Informational meeting to
discuss newsletter, Florida convention and future
speakers . Wednesday, February 8, Coos Room,
MUB, 7 pm.
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
INFORMATIONAL MEETING: For any students
interested in learning more about our organization.
Ice cream will be served! Thursday, February 9,
Room 5, McConnell, 12:30-2 pm.
YOUNG REPUBLICANS MEETING:
POW /MIA'S, Covert Operations, Sen. Richard
Lugar, Congressman Bob Smith and NH Senate
Majority Leader Ed Dupont. These and much more!
Thursday, February 9, Merrimack Room, MUB,
3 pm or 6 pm. (Choose the time best for you.)
DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: All are welcome.
Tuesday, February 7, Rockingham Room, MUB,
7 pm.

Prizes and signs of encouragement has Area II doing 'outrageous'
things. (photo by Emily Kelemen)

Outra geous Fortun e
dangle s Disney trip
By Heather Grant

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING

An all expense paid trip to
Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register
Disneyland will be in the future
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the .
for one lucky Area II resident
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
whose dorm participation
prompt ($). CUFS users should tab down to
shines above the rest.
"OTHER SER VICES" on the menu and type
This trip is part of a new
"TRAINING." Call 3667 to register if you do not
initiative designed to enhance
have access to the above. All classes are held in
UNH community participation
Hamilton-Smith, rm. 7, unless otherwise stated.
Over( Christmas vacation,
APARTMENT HUNTING WORKSHOP: InforArea II hall staff and residential
Intermediate Wordperfect for the Macintosh (2
mation on what students need to know about when,
Sessions): This course will introduce the skills
program directors devised the
where and how to look for an apartemnt. Wedneeded to create columns, both newspaper and
contest called "February's Outnesday, February 8, Main Lounge, Stoke Hall, 7parallel for merging; and create labels. Held in
8:30 pm.
rageous Portune," to motivate
room 3 Hamilton Smith. Prerequisite: Wordperfect
floors to participate in, and
for the Macintosh. Thursday, February 16, from
EXCURSION TO BOSTON WITH THE ITALIAN
events and programs
organize
1:00 to 4:00.
CLUB: A tour of the Museum of Fine Arts and lunch
in the residence halls. Not only
February
Saturday,
"Lucia's".
in the North End's
will there be a drawing among
Using Tapes on Hilbert: This course introduces
11, departure at 10 am. All welcome! For more
the winning team members for
magnetic tape usage and describes the procedures
information call Kevin or Alex at 862-4148.
the grand prize, but they will
needed for using magnetic tapes on Hilbert. Held
in room 5 Hamilton Smith. Prerequisite: none.
also be eligible for numerous
BREAK: Discussion group for students who are
Tuesday, February 14, 12:30 to 2:00.
other prizes.
separated, divorced, or just thinking about it. Drop
in anytime between 12:30 and 2 pm on Wednesdays
Beginning February first,
EXCEL-PC (3 Sessions): This course teaches the
at the Non-Traditional Student Center, Bring a
floors and team members can
basics of using EXCEL, the powerful spreadsheet
bag lunch.
accumulate points or "Outrageprogram for MS-DOS 80286 and 802486 comFortune Dollars" by getting
ous
printing
and
editing,
building,
Includes
puters.
WRITERS WORKSHOP: For anyone interested
in social and educationinvolved
equivilent
or
spreadsheets. Prerequisite: MS-DOS
in workshopping their writing; fiction, non-fiction
al events and programs qffered
experience. Monday, February 20, Wednesday,
or poetry. Fridays, Non-Traditional Student Center,
around campus or in the hall
February 22 and Friday, February 24, from 9 am
1:30-3 pm.
to noon .
itself. Each team may receive
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,.._ points or "dollars" depending
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,._ on the percentage of team
FREE TAX HELP: VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) provides free tax help in the community.
Volunteers help people with basic r_ax returns,
particularly elderly, handicapped, and non-Englishspeaking taxpayers. There is NO charge for this
service. Tuesdays, and Thursdays, February 7 to
April 13, Forest Park Office, 8:30 to 10:30 am and
6-8 pm.

CORRECTION: The location of the LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP Meeting was incorrectly
listed in the Feb. 3 paper. It will be held on Tuesday, February 7 in the RESOURCE ROOM
of HEALTH SERVICES at 8:30 p.m.

-------------------------~
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RESUME TYPESETTING

members who attend · such a
function.
A team may accumulate
points by organizing a floor trip,
cleaning-up around the dorm
area, or even doing rounds with
an resident assistant. Two unique ways suggested to collect
points were ( 1) being the floor
with the least amount of unassigned damage bills during the
month of February and (2) by
participating in a property
identification program in conjunction with the UNH Police
Department.
Throughout the month of
February, R.A.'s and hall directors will be awarding points and
approving programs that may

FORTUNE, page
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WITH THIS COUPON

II KINKO'S COPY CENTER
I
I
I
I
I
I

help teams become eligible for
awarded team dollars.
The members of the winning
floor will be the names put in
the drawing for the grand prize,
as well as 24 other prizes. Some
of the other prizes are: a CD
player, a video cassette recorder,
several Franklin Fitness club
memberships, and numerous
gift certificates to area stores
and restaraunts.
, Each time a team member
attends an event he or she earns
a "chance" in the final Outrageous Fortune drawing which will
take place at a party held for the
winning team.
Members of the Alexander
third floor were determined to
be the first team to accumulate
points and were outside their
dorm February first at 12:01 am,
picking up the trash.
Other team~ are planning
events such as "Around the
World" ice cream parties, trips
to Boston and local ski ai:eas,
and educational programs featuring guest speakers such as
local police detectives and UNH
faculty.
The contest was designed co
create friendly positive competition between floors and to
promote a social as well as
educational atmosphere for
dorm residents. Each hall council was asked to donate a certain
amount from their treasuries
to pay for the prizes offered in
the drawings.
In the past, there has been
a serious lack of interest in dorm
educational programs and social
functions offered to residents.
It has taken a lot of thought to
devise a program that promotes
fun and a little friendly competition between the dorms.

51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM, NH
868-6322

T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Apro!l_S • Custom Designs
Plus Hundreds of Specialty·Advertising Items

OFFER EXPIRES 4/89

L-----~------------------J

f:IHanes

In-House Art Dept

603/431-8319

Atttumn Pond P~rk Route 101 Greenland . NH 0 '3840
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----S TER OIP S--- <continued from page 3)
"The FDA is super-carefu l,
perhaps going too far sometimes," Barney said. "They are
assuring there is a wholesome
product for the consumer."
Barney said it usually takes
a minimum of four to five years
and five to $10 million for FDA
testing and approval of new
animal medications.
According to Barney, the
FDA sets a withdrawal period
for hormone injected beef,
which states the minimum time
which can elapse from the last
hormone administere d to the
animal until the sale of its meat
to the consumer. He said the

FDA also randomly tests for a
maximum level of hormone
residue in meat, which he described as "very small".
"When people are concerned
with the growth hormones, it's
justified if they are shown
unsafe," Barney said, "but it's
an over-reactio n if they are
safe."
"It's like someone who won't
drink water because it may be
contaminated , won't breathe air
because it may be polluted, and
won't eat meat because it may
be carcinogenic ," Barney said.
"What will they survive on?"

•••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••
Students may declare COMMUN ICA T~ON as
♦ a MAJOR on Wednesday , February 8, at 6:00pm
: . in PCAC M223.
♦

~T;LEPH ONE
- ~ A P E LINE
*Anger

♦
♦

A student must have completed CMN 402 , CMN 403,
and CMN 455 to declare the major. Each student must
♦ bring their record file, a declaration form, and proof
♦
of completion of the three courses.

F!ghting Constructively .. 5
Expressing Negative
Thoughts and Feelings ... 6
Dealing with
Constructive Criticism ... ?
Dealing with Anger ... 8
Understanding Jealousy and

•
♦
♦
♦
♦

Contact Professor ·sims for additional information if necessary.

How to Deal with it...9

*Depression
What is Depression ..431
How to Deal with
Depression .. .432
How to Deal with
Lonliness ... 32
Depression as a lifestyle .. .433

March 5th to April 8th, 1989

BERMUDA
COI,l,EGE WEEKS

*Stress and Anxiety
Anxiety and Possible
Ways to Cope with it...30
How to Handle Fears ... 33
Coping with Stress ... 38
Relaxation Exercises ... 37
Conflict and Meditation ... 312
Understanding Grief.,.85
Death and Dying ... 84

*Self Improvement
Time management.. .15
Seif Assertiveness ... 402
Building Self Esteemed
,Confidence ... 35
Standing Up for Yourself ... 1O
Becoming Independent from
Parents .. .4 78
The Value and Use of
Self-Talk .. .36
What is Counciling and How
• to Use it...61
• Learning to Accept Yourself ..44

*Sexuality
Male Sex Roles . .40
Male Homosexuality ...21
Dealing with lmpotence ...23
Timing Problems in Male
Sexuality ... 24
Female Sex Roles .. .39
Female Sex Homosexuality. :.20
Female Orgasm Problems ... 22

*Friendship
Friendship Buildiilg ... 1
Helping a Friend ... 90
' Recognizing Suicidal
Fee~ng in Others ... 492

*Dating

:
.
:
'

With a little bit of luck,
you just might make it through the week.
Right from the start, the party is nonstop.
Your wllege Week opens with a day-long
Barbecue Bash at beautiful Elbow Beachdancing, feasting, swimming and tanning on
soft, pink, sun-splashed sands.
The beat goes on with spectacular beach
parties featuring Bermuda's top rock, steel and
calypso bands. Daily lunches. A limbo festival.
And an outrageous Party Cruise to magnificent
Great Sound. All compliments of the Bermuda ·
Department of Tourism.
Add to that all the things that make Bermuda,

Bermuda. Whirring around our island on a
moped. (Do keep left!) Our British ambiance and
colourful pubs. Great tennis and golf Treasure
hunting in our shops. Jogging on quiet seaside
roads-including a 2-k "Fun Run" from Horseshoe
Bay. And the special feeling of being on a tiny,
flower-bedecked island, separated from
everywhere and everything by 600 miles of sea.
This spring, break away to an island that's
more than just sun, sand and surf wntact your
Campus Travel Representative or Travel Agent for
more Bermuda wllege Week details.

Redman Sport & Travd ·
,

1354 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA 02169

(617) 770-1403 • (800) 288-2328
(212) 796-6646"

Dating Skills ... 18
Infatuation or Love ...70
Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate ... 71
Types of lntimacy ... 3
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship ... 83
Physical lntimacy ...4

*Health Related Issues
Early sign of Alcohol
Problem ... 160
Responsible Decisions about
Drinking ... 161
I've been Raped.What
• Do I Do? ... 315
'. Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent...479
Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215
Herpes symptoms and
Diagnosis .. .209
IDS-Reducing the Risks .. .225
tDS-Symptom s and Diagnosis .. .218
quaintance Rape ... 319
1
Dial 862-3554 any night from 3:00-12:00 pm
,and select the tape you wish to hear.
, The tapes run about six minutes. If
, you .have any questions when the tape
is over, a Cool-Aid member will come
-back on the line. The tape is a service
-. ~rovided by Cool-Aid in conjunction with
the counciling and Testing. Cool-Aid is
;a student funded organization. Our hotline
,number is 862-2293
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PAGE EIGHT

-SOV IETS -

WEAIWAYS
NEED LEADERS

<cominued from page 1)
Vuborova was then asked to
comment on the recent racial
troubles in Azerbaijan. She said
that those troubles are the result
of the actions of a very few antisocial people, and that once
those few have been stopped,
the trouble will die away. She
did not think that the racial
problems would seriously interfere with the progress of
glasnost and perestroika.
Tolochin remarked that Gorbachev's reforms, perestroika
and glasnost, are welcome and
sorely needed. He admitted he
was still worried about the state
of the Soviet economy, but he
hoped that the reforms would
bring positive results soon.
The Soviets are here due to
the efforts of Dwight Webb,
UNH professor of education.
Professor Webb heard about
CUUI last year while at a
conference in Colorado. Because
he himself has participated in
a similar program, he decided
to apply for host city coordinator. Webb, after graduating
college, participated in a program of the American Friends
Service Committee. The program brought him to Finland,
wl)ich is close to the Soviet

The Air Fm:e is Wang b'

-~---~ ···

missileers ... enguieers ...
mi ... Doe Our posiare impmad. 'ol caµ~ me
Air Fare ROrC.
an Air luce ROfC cadet, }W'II be trained
i n ~ mi IJlall¥lllfl1l padices. '\txl may
also aA)ly u our scholarship program that helps pay
cdlege ~ pus $100 per academic 001th, tax free.
Aftt!' graduatioo, }W'II ~ all the ~ mi respmsitility of an Air Fare officer: 'w11 disro.e' a new \\Oki
where }0011 b e ~ to e,ceJ ... mi rewalded b' }WI'
success. la us give }W the details toda.)c

CAPT GREG MESERVE
862-1480

~=~=

R..i.v "'i~ !=-Leadenhip Fx-ellence Starts Im

f,c,\ ;;:

Soviet Valeri Zhicharev shares stories of his homeland with
local residents antl students. (photo by Sharon Donovan)
thus broadening their perspecborder.
During his experience, Webb tives. A better understandi ng
worked with Lapps,people from of different people is very
Lapland, which is a region of important in the peace process.
The Soviets will be in the area
northern Europe. He was impressed by how much alike until Thursday. For information
people are even in such remote about CUUI, write them at 3268
places. Webb said that it is most Sacramento St, San Francisc9,
imp~rtant to educate people 94115.

Send the one you love a message of love
Look for

On Our All Day Lift Ticket
Ski the new Gunstock and save $5 on an
all-day, adult all-lift ticket, Monday through
Friday. Not available during Christmas
Holiday Week and Feb. 20th. Not applicable
to specials and package plans. Present this
ad at ticket window. Good 88-89 season.

ne New Hampshire's

Valentin e's Day table

Rte. llA, Gilford, NH Snowphone: (6031293-4346
Lodging Info l-800-531-2347

Tickets thru (J)TEL£Ti\11N' 1-800-382-8080

On February 13

11 a.m. to 1 p.m. outside of the Strafford room
in the MUB
Only $1 per 20 words

~

So send someon e their very own persona l.
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Boston-Bou ve College of Human Developme nt Professions
at Northeaste rn University offers part-time and full-time graduate
degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.
All counseling courses are taught by licensed psychologists. Clas.5 size is limited to encourage individual participatio n.
The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as
well as practice-or iented courses. In addition to classroom work,
all programs include applied experience in a supervised
clinical environmen t.

0

For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to

Graduate School, Boston-Bou ve College of Human Developme nt ·
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeaste rn University,
Boston, MA 02115.
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Northeastern

University

Anequalopportuni ty/

affirmative action educational

.

institution and employer.
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Well Robin,
the bat computer
says ROYAL TEES in Dover 1

HOLY SCREENPRINT

<concinuea from page 3)

PAGE NINE
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BATMAN!
WhPH', thf' bP,t

home a day. Among students
at UNH, the flu has affected
their work. Aside from making
every day life difficult, and
uncomfortable, some students
have missed class. Others who
go to class are distracted by their
own symptoms or someone
elses.

CoNGRA ·

STO THE

NE

-FORTUNE<continuea from page 6)

/;

Most residents seemed excit. ed about the possibility of
winning the prizes as well as
being able to participate in some
of the innovative events offered
in some of the dorms.
The success or failure of the
contest will depend on the
willingness of floor members
to unite and become involved
in the community in which they
live.
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Royal .1.ees

custom
~creen printinl!,

<:u,1om Imprinted T-Shirts, Srrcctwcar, Caps & More
,·,,,,.i11R I be Seacoast Witb Or•er 14 Years Experience

Durham Location: 38 Main St.
C,mpus rep .: Paul Miller

868-6352

749-6465

155 "°'11end ,....,..., Dove<, N- Hampohlro

Kim Nolan
Pam Picard

Antiques & Collectibles
Musical Instruments

Sue Roche

SONNIE
617-738-6054

THE HAYLOFT

RTE. 4 -

PARKER-FRENCH

Julie Strob

NORTHWOOD. NH

TAKING THE
THE

WASHINGTON
CENTER

-Earn

-Gain

12-16 CREDITS

the competative

towards graduation!

For Internships and
Academic Seminars
EXCf1tNc; ~ fHPOR1AN1
INFORMATION SESSION:
Wednesday, February 8, 1989
3:30 - 4:00 p.m.
McConnell Hall, Room 101
THE WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP;
DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT IT//

contact: JOANN KELLY
McConnell Hall, Room 120

\'

phone: 862-3385 .

Random

..
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:
London School of Econom ics
·~
.:
.:

·---------------------and Politica l Science

A chance to study.and live in Lon·-~on

Writings

Junior-year programs, Postgraduat e Diplomas, OneYear Master's Degrees and Research Opportunitie s in
the Social Sciences.
The wide range of subjects includes:Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Business Studies • Economics • Econometric s •
Economic History • European Studies • Geography •
Government • Health Planning • Housing • Industrial
Relations • International History • l•1ternational Relations • Law • Management Sc.er,ce • Operational
Research • Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •
Population Studies(• Politics • Regional and Urban
Planning • Sea-Use Policy • Social Administrati on •
Social Anthropolog y • Social Planning in Developing
Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social Psychology • Statistical and Mathematic al Sciences •
Systems Analysis •

Woof, woof
BOB DURLIN G
The other day I was reading Discover magazine, and when
I got to the end, I noticed a full-page ad ·on the inside back
coverfor IAMS catfood. Well, I started to read the ad, which
was basically a quiz to run through regarding various aspects
of your cat's health. For the questions on your cat's coat,
it showed a beautiful watercolo r of a hand stroking a
n:iagnificent feline; for the questions on your cat's teeth,
a lush painting of a hand lifting up a ca:fs lip; for the questions
on your cat's eating habits, a beautiful rendering of a pussycat
daintily .nibbling on some attractive food. And what colorful
masterpie ce, you wonder, accompan ied the questions on
the firmness of your cat's stool? A picture of three or four
little cat turds! They were very well done cat turds, of course,
sparkingly executed in ~inammon and umber and siena;
but a cat turd, no matter how daintily painted, is still a cat
turd. I never thought I'd see caca advertise d in a major·
American magazine.
One trend that I hate has totally enveloped the country.
I am, of course, talking about the manual salting at movie
theaters. In the old days, your popcorn came already salted,
and it always had just the right amount on it. Now you have
to salt the popcorn yourself, ·and the pressure's on because
there's a huge line in back of you so you feel obligated to
get your salting done furiously and haphazardly, and what
you end up with is a huge glob of salt on top and none on
the bottom, and only the middle tastes anywhere near good.
That reminds me of one particular visit I made to the Strand
Theater. While waiting in the popcorn line, I heard the lady
in front of me say, "Can I have a medium popcorn? And,
could you only butter half of that?"
I don't trust anyone who uses 'joie de vivre' in regular
conversation.
There is a vicious cycle involved in reading literature .
You can't read unless you're comfortab le, and you're not
comfortable unless you're lying down, and then when you're
comfortable and lying down, you fall asleep.
These days, everyone is talking about the Greenhou se
Effect, and they're blaming everything on it. Here are some
instances where the Greenhou se Effect can be a useful
.
scapegoatI think
Mom;
semester,
this
grades
bad
got
I
"I'm sorry
Effect."
se
it can be traced to the Greenhou
"I know I was supposed to call you last night, dear, bu( .. well,
it's this whole Greenhou se Effect thing."
"OK, yeah, sure, go ahead, blame me for that brake job
not holding out. Like the Greenhou se Effect didn't have
anything to do with it."
I watched some Godzilla movies this weekend.

Application forms from :
Admissions Registrar, Room 10, L.S.E.,
Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE, England,
stating whether undergraduate or postgraduate.
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RES UME S
Electro nically Typed

$18.50 INCLUDES:

·l};)ifi?s·-

•TYPING
• SELECTION OF PAPER
•ENVELOPES

•25 COPIES
• 25 ENVELOPES
• 25 EXTRA SHEETS OF PAPER

Changes made easily with One Year Memory Storage
Open Monday -Friday
8:30am-5:30pm 868-7031

DUR HAM Cop y
Jenkins Court. Durham, NH

Bob Durling pretty much gets wiped on at The New

Order your college ring NOW.
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TOWN and CAMPUS

Imagine if you had to ask for blood to iave the life of someone you love.
Next time the Ameri~an Red Cross asks, give blood, please.

+

~

$40.00 _

Payment Plans Available

·=:a=E J§lil

Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display
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Editorial
Support for victims provided
At the end of January, the Sexual
Harassment and Rape Prevention Program
(SHARPP) released the information that
15·assaults were reported last semester.
To most people -15 does not sound like a
lot considering that nearly 11,000 students
grace our college campus.
But one sexual assault is one too many.
Further disturbing is, according to
SHARPP Coordinator Eve Goodmon, 1
out of every 10 sexual assaults goes
unreported. This means nine victims for
every one have not reported the assualt
which occurred to them. As a result, they
are left to contend with the everyday
psychological and/ or physical pain without
any support.
If the statistics are true, this would mean
135 assaults went unreported. Having this
many occur on our campus in one semester
is more than unsettling.
What is important is that the victims,
whether there are 15 or 13 5, seek help
through programs like SHARPP. On the
same note, making available information
about rape in order to prevent it and clearing
up the misconceptions people have about
reporting an assault is equally as important.
Usually victims know their assailant.
Perpetrators are not always jumping out
from behind bushes and a_ttacting people
in the street. They are walking around
campus and they sit next to you in class:
The fact that assailants are people you know,
and may even be fi;iends, makes it even
harder for vicitms to seek help.

According to SHARPP, victims don't
report their assaults because they are afraid
they will lose friends. They are afraid of
how they will be perceived by others. In
not reporting the assaults these victims
lose more than friends, they lose a piece
of themselves.
For the victims it seems like a doubleedged swor~i. They are afraid to report rape
'because they think they will be blamed for
the attack. Yet in not reporting it, the victim
doesn't benefit from counseling that is
available to help them not blame themselves.
And all too often the victim is blamed.
This happened two years ago during the
.unprofessional handling of a rape case that
involved Stoke residents. Not to rehash
old wounds, the case brought up conflicting
views on how a victim is perceived. Many
people, male and female, claimed the victim
"asked for it" while others were appalled
by the incident. Some also could not
comprehend that friends were accused and
others were upset at what they considered
lenient punishments.
Fortunately there were some positive
results that stemmed from the incident.
If anything it made the community aware
that rape does occur and needs to be
addressed. It also lead to a revision of. the
university's judicial system in dealing with
rape cases. The victim does not need to
appear to argue their case, and can simply
tape record their side of the story.
The history of how assault cases have

been handle give victims reasons to be
silence. It is hard for people to see past
these negative incidents and all to often
the gains made in educating and informing
people are overlooked.
Victims need to kpow they have choices.
They· can seek help if it is all they want,
and their identity is concealed if they choice
to pursue the matter further.
The victims have three choices for
resolving their cases after they are reported.
One is criminal prosecution, the other two
choices are a student conduct hearing and/ or
informal resolution by the university
administration.
Sexual assault is considered a felony and
SHARPP advocates prefer to see the
assailant tried in a criminal court rather
than getting what seems only a slap on the
wrist from the university. The decision
is ultimately left to the victim, but the
importance of the matter is that victims
get help.
Another statistic to remember from the
recently released SHARPP report is that
four of the victims were male. Male rape
does exist. Sexual assault is not limited to
one group of people.
Sexual assault may range from unwanted
sexual contact to gang rape. But if attitudes
towards the victims do not change than
we as a community may be the ones who
are forcing the victims into silence, not
fear of their assailant.
People shouldn't have to live their lives
isolated ... especially victims of assault.
Karen Hamilton
News Editor

Acknowledge Dr. Martin Luther King NOW!
Come to Concord. Be heard during an open state hearing
to declare King's Day a state holiday. The bus leaves
the MUB at 8 a.m. Wednesday. It's free. It's imp~rtant.
It's about time.

The New Hampshire
JOANNE MARINO, Editor.-in-Chief

Lingo
To the Editor:
The other day, my roommate
picked up a pamphlet . entitled
Guidelines for the Use of Nonsexist
Language presumably by the Office
of University Communications. I
read through the small booklet with
a growing feeling of disappointment after each passing sentence.
Throughout, it lists a variety of
phrases determined by someone
to be so called "sexist" in implication and provides the "correct"
form of usage. For instance, instead
of saying something like men and
women, sons and daughters, boys
and girls, husbands and wives, it
is proper to say women and men,
daughters and sons, girls and boys,
wives and husbands.
Instead of the word mankind, the
more appopriate humanity, people,
or human species should be used.
Take this one. Man's search for
knowledge has led him into ways
of learning... In place of this
improper form of terminology, the
correction would be: people have

continually sought knowledge. Thesearch has lead them. ..
So why was I disappointed? The
entire idea of taking the money and
time to publish this pamphlet
appalls me. Here we have a group
of people stabbing at the male
population for sentance usage,
stabbing at whether it is appropriate or non appropriate to say sons
and daughters verses daughters and
sons. Something just doesn't click
here. What on earth difference does
it.make!?
Don't get me wrong, I agree with
arguments _women pose cowards
society for equal pay in the work
force. I agree that women should
have equal opportunities, but to
nit pick at sons and daughters,
daughters and sons? If you aim to
alleviate all "sexist" dialogue from
our culture than I urge you to review
history. If you ask me, words in the
Bible like man, mankind, and his
are neither derogatory, sexist, nor
intentially aimed against women.
It is a common, universal form of
language and usage that has carried
throug~out our existance, so why
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University Forum
Gorby wins
popularit y
vote
By Robert Shadallah
That's it, I've had it. While watching T.V.
yesterday the newswoman declared Mikail Gorbachev is now not only more popular than exPresident Reagan with Americans, but now he has
surpassed Bush as well. What's happening here?
Has the American public finally lost their grip on
reality? First they are stupid enough to give Geraldo
a talk show, and now this.
In the 1960's, Russia, and all it was perceived
ro stand for, was the arch-enemy, ageless foe,
numero-uno criminal, those crazy commies we
Americans loved to hate. It was us against them,
the good old days. Today, these (Berlin) walls have
become (spraypainted) gray. Gorbachev is now
a grandfather figure with a bad case of age spots.
How .c ould someone with the PR of a genius be
our potential enemy? And lest we forget his wife
Raisa. One look in the face that has launched one
thousand nuclear subs, and Americans melt; then
there is their daughter, what a darling! With her
camera the Communist Manifesro becomes as
relevent as a sociology class.
To this I say, "Wake up and smell the vodka!"
It's time to turn off the boob tubes and into reality.
Mr. Gorbachev and his media blitz are not intended
to provide enrertainment to the West. His goals
are the same as past Soviet leaders, the only
difference being his Kennedy style charisma. Mr.
Gorbachev is a realistic man in a difficult time of
transition for the U.S.S.R. His economy is in
shambles and he needs our help. His actions,
although outwardly disquised as glasnost, have only
. one motivating factor, that is their price tag.
The Soviet Union has changed since the 1960's.
They now realize that they will not "crush us."
All I ask is that Americans end their love affair
with 'Gorby' and see the bigger picture. This
panoramic view may not be pretty, but imagine
the consequences if we don't. One day we might
all awaken to find Mr. Gorbachev next to Willard
Scott hosting "Good Morning America." Then were
will we be?
Robert Shadallah is a concerned American and vanguard of Democracy.
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A need for truth
By Charles J. Kickham
I can remember as a child, my parents and others
of authority professing the need for truth. I realize
that it is difficult to define truth, for each individual
has their own unique perception. To me truth is
honesty, it's fairness, and it's respect. Truth is
essential to my self worth; it is an ideal I hold highly
and it has guided my actions since youth. I don't
like deceivers, I don't like liars, and I don't like
cheaters. I feel so strongly iri the principles
underlying truth that to defy them would be so wholly
against my philosophy.
Last semester I was wrongly accused of cheating
on an exam. Although this accusation was an insult
to my integrity, I did not feel scholastically threatened
because I 'knew' that the truth would surely prevail.
My idealism proved to be disasterous when I
learned I was to be suspended from school. I felt
pain as I saw others defy the principles I held so
close to my sole. I lost faith in something but I am
not sure in what; maybe in people or just society.
In any case it's disheartening to be caught in a
situation where those of authority can make a
judgement call based on their assumptions with
no allowance for redress from the accused.
I feel frustrated even now as I write, and I hope
that I have expressed by thoughts clearly for they
sometimes become obscurred by a viel of emotion.
I have not come across many in my educational
career that had a mind quite as clear and logical
as Descartes. It is his first rule in "Discourse on
the Method" that is so pertinent to my situation.
He sums up my sentiments in this passage; "The
first was never to accept anything as true if I did
not have evident knowledge of its truth: that is
to avoid precipitate conclusions and preconceptions,
and to include nothing more in my judgements than
what presented itself to my mind so clearly and
so distinctly that I had no occasion to call it into
doubt."
My suspension was based on an assumption no one held proof - it was all circumstancial evidence.
If an authority figure is going to use his power to
comdemn someone, he must be absolutely certain
of his decision.
I must admit that I've learned something from
this awful mess. Although I believe I'm an incureable
optimist, my idealism has proved to be overly naive.
I realize that the world is a troublesome place where
good and truth will not always prevail. I shall not
approach life with a negative outlook, but I will
have a more discerning eye in dealing with all _
matters. I don't want to find myself in such an
indefensible and untenable position again.
Charles]. Kickham is a senior majoring in Business
Administration.

What will
replace the
Yuppie?
By Micha~l Phillipps
TIME, NEWSWEEK, THE NEW YORK TIMES
ALL PROCLAIMING THE YUPPIES DEAD?·
Well I decided to look into the issue. We started
by asking the yuppie-in-the-street if they thought
the young urban professional was on the way out.
Brad Porche-Smith, man about campus and self
proclaimed yuppie, said "Yuppies don't die, they
just get arrested for insider trading. You go down
to the state pen, that's where we mostly hang out.
As long as there's Beamers (B.M.W.s) or mercks
(Mercedes) we will exist."
Chilled to the bone by that thought, we went
on to a meeting of Y.A. (yuppies anonymous), a
group of people trying to kick cajun food, condo's
in the mountains and German sports cars. We talked
with Tim (not his real name), a counselor and exyuppie, "It's hard to quit man, real hard. Sometimes
late at night I wake up and crave German
engineering." Tim had these tips for yuppies wanting
to quit. Drive an Oldsmobile, drink Strohs, change
your name to Wilbuc or Bobby Joe.
So yuppies are on the way out but what will be
next? Our crack research team swung into action
and, after some heavy drinking, discovered these
trends: BARNIES (bearded angry red necks)-Favorite t.v. show: The Dukes of Hazzard (they
think it is a documentary), Favorite fashion
accessory: Bud Baseball cap, Favorite car: Ford Truck
with really large wheels, Favorite food: Squirrel,
Favorite book: Nasty things to do to strangers.
PILEies (Pseudo Intellectual Liberal Educators),
Favorite tv show: Anything on PBS, Favorite fashion
accessory: Chinese slippers, Favorite car: 1968
maroon Toyota, Favorite food: dirty brown rice,
Favorite book: The Catcher in the Rye.
GRUMPies (Geriatric Retired Ultra Moody
People). Favorite t.v. show: Ninetysomething,
Favorite fashion accessory: a walker, Favorite car:
An Olds, Favorite food: stewed prunes, Favorite
book: 2002 things to do with stewed prunes.
SMALLers (Suburban Mall Crawlers). Favorite
t.v. show: The Shopping Channel, Favorite fashion
accessory: Parent's charge card, Favorite car: any
bus that goes to the mall, Favorite food: Any fast
food, Favorite book: 101 Best Malls in America.
Michael Phillipps is a sophomore majoring in journalism.
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Arts & Entertainment

Sha ke the Faith Roc ks a Small CroWd

By Tiffany Lewis
When MUSO advertised that
the Shake the Faith show at the
MUB Saturday night was going
to be LOUD, they weren't
exaggerating . Three days later
my ears are still ringing.
The Boston trio with Corey
Lindstrom on vocals and guitar,
Todd Eriksen on bass, and Jesse
Meyer on drums played to a
disgustingly apathetic showing
of only thirty people. This, for
one of Boston's· favorite headline bands, was unbelievable .
Corey Lindstrom joked that
"there must be a hockey game
tonight--huh ? ," and then proceeded to rock the room like a
quake measuring 7.5 on the
Richter Scale.
The band played hard and
tight, often with no segues
between songs. Meyer gave the
band its strong backbone with
his machine-gun drum playing,
chock full of bullet-fast 16th
notes.
The band played favorites
from their first, or as Lindstrom
kidded, only, album as well as
some from their new album
expected to be released soon.
The band also took the old
Beatles classic, "I Am The
Walrus" and gave it a Revolution #9-like edge. They also did
their own verson of AC/DC's
"Walk All Over You."
The songs were somewhat
overloaded with Corey Lindstrom solos, but the audience
got a break when Eriksen had
a rare chance to sing up front .
Although this was a change,
Eriksen was a little less secure

in his vocals than the seasoned
Lindstrom.
The band had good rapport
with the audience, cracking
jokes among themselves and
jesting that they were going to
buy UNH and give all the
· students jobs at Merrill Lynch.
Shake The Faith is a great
rock n' roll band worthy of more
than the number of audience
members that they played to on
Saturday night.
Their opening band, The
Do.,..x from Portsmouth, played
a hardcore/ thrash set which was
pretty tough, but nowhere near
the likes of GBH or The Exploited. But with their backdrop
of Mickey Mouse and Charlie
Chaplin flicks, I think that The
Dorx were out for a more fun
feel.
With songs like "Halfway to
Graceland" which included a
thrash style "Heartbreak Hotel"
interlude a la Elvis, and a song
complete with a nicotinecoughing-fit over "my last cigarette," the band did have its
moments.
The Dorx had their "socially
conscious" tunes (as most hardcore bands do) which spoke out
on nuclear destruction and the
political career of evangelist Pat
Robertson, but the band didn't
do anything spectacular e0ough
to merit more than a mention.
Shake The Faith, on the
otherhand, are worth mentioning again. Be sure to catch them
next time they play at UNH,
or watch for them to play around
Boston. If your ears are sensitive, be sure to bring ear plugs.

..:.

Members of Shake the Faith are right to left: Todd Erickson, Corey Lindstrom, ~nd
.
.
Jesse Meyer.

Paul ·zal oom : Pup pet eer
By Patrik Jonsson

The _University of New Hampshire Department
of ~us1c ~acuity Concert Series presents tenor Henry
Wmg (ptetured above), and pianist Ruth Edwards,
Wedmesday, February 15 at 8 p.m. in the Johnson
Theater. The performance is free and the public
!nvited to attend.

-

Nuclear melt-downs. Leaking aerosol cans. Lead-lined
jockstraps for irradiation safety.
These are just some of Paul
Zaloom's favorite fetishes. Like
a huge six-year old in his own
fantasy space, Zaloom presented
his travelling puppet show for
a sizeable audience at the Masonic Temple in Portsmouth
Saturday. And with Seabrook
softly humming just eight miles
away, the butt-ends of Zaloom's
jokes created a noticed uncomfort in the local crowd's laughter.
Zaloom is a man sick of
hypocrisy. He doesn't_ mind
kicking sand in the face of
reality, then laughing at how
silly it looks, rubbing its eyes.
Clad in a yellow irradiation
suit, Zaloom began his 90minute show with his puppetplay House of Horrors. He gave
us the situation: the Smiths are
buying a house. The time: the
present. Zaloom, like the conductor of an orchestra, stood in
the middle of his one-sixteenth
scale house, as an active part
of the furnishings. The puppets
(of his own design) are brought
on: the fat owner, in an obnoxious Hawaiian shirt, gesticulating high and wide with his
hands while explaining in a
Brooklyn accent the "Hyperplaid" of the sofa: "More plaid
for your money, lady!"; Mrs.
Smith, with a Southern accent,
eerily aware of her own role as
a puppet; the limping Hitleresque designer/den tist brooding of how to get rid of his
"totally synthesized from man-.

made materials" house;and the
rest of the family.
Zaloom hands out a menagerie of stereotypes -- but they
are stereotypes we cannot deny.
What the Smiths do not know
is that they've moved i(lto a
house of horrors. Zaloom's
house, it turns out, is a chemical
wasteland -- uncomfortab ly
similar to the house any American grew up in. Magic Mushroom air fresheners turn the
Italian grandmothe r into a
raving schizophrenic, shouting,
"Bas ta! Basta! Get out of my
face!" The hyper-active twins
get a rash from the carpets, and
itch themselves to death. Mrs.
Smith's hair falls out and turns
into a Pekingese. The baby
wanders off and falls into the
basement where it remains until
the house is shown a week later
to the next victims. When the
basement door•is opened, out
crawls a giant mutant baby:
"Ooochi-koo, oochi-koo!"
But the laughter at these
antics has a bitter undertone.
It is simple to be entertained
by puppets, but that is not why
Zaloom is so fond of them.
Zaloom realizes that puppets
are simply silly extensions of
ourselves. They are hilarious
to look at because they are so
blatantly "us." But the big joke
itself is not too far-flung a
fantasy.
Safety Begins Here, the next
piece, is simply a slide-show.
Zaloom presents himself as a
representati ve from the FDA,
and proceeds to show, excitedly,
actual mail-order articles available in case of chemical spills.
He sh~_ws us radiation-

protectant baby carriages, with
the added feature of " muffling
the baby's agonized cries." He
shows us multi-head showers
for washing off spilled chemicals. There's even a modesty
curtain available. How abou t
lead-lined diapers for baby?
YIKES! is perhaps the most
beautifully cynical piece of
Zaloom's repertoire. Peace,
justice, nature and religion are
the topics , and are separated
into four scenes. In Peace ,
baseball trophies become generals. The President is a Christmas
tree. Red, white and.blue backscratchers are (what else?) de· fense contractors. Talk about
realist puppetry.
• In Nature an upside down
strawbasket becomes an Indian
dwelling. An upside down aluminum roasting pan becomes the
corner A&P.
The most powerful sketch,
Religion, closed the performance. A plastic Santa Claus is
the arch-bishop himself, residing over an annual meeting of
the religions. Buddhists, Islams,
and Jews are all together, voicing their reactions to abortion,
sex, and, of course, money. They
even have a vote for God: Elvis
or Jim Baker. A tissue-pape r
angel comes down to warn the
congregatio n. God is coming,
the tissue angel says, "And he's
a little pissed-off!"
And who is God but a mirror
and a candle, looking down on
Santa, the baldy Buddhas, the
Christmas tree, and the rest of
the gang. And on all of us.
The last noise of the evening
was not a shot of laughter but
alow,inflect edgasp.

Din osa ur _Jr. Disapp!)i,q!~ JI!i£~.~e~m~~t

Dinosaur Jr. perfor_!!led at Jju'!ratty's in Allston, M~. on_
. Saturday the 5th. Pictured above are members J. Masc1s,
Lou Barlow and Murpfi: -

Bad Ali bi
By Marc A. Mamigonian ·
If total witlessnes s and lack
of originality were genius, then
Bruce Beresford ( the director
of Her Alibi) would be acclaimed as a new Michelangelo.
If pointless absurdity and
squanderin g of two lovely, lovely, people (Tom Selleck _and
Paulina Porizkova ), combrned
with completely derivative ma~e-.
rial were virtues, then Her ,(Jl1b1
would be a pope among f1lms.
I could go on like this for a
while but I think you are
probably getting the idea. It has
been a while since I have seen
a film that has so thoroughl y
botched everythin g it set out
to do. In a way, it is kind of
refreshing to be reminded that
such monument al incompete~ce
exists; it gives one per_specttv~.

I have never thought much
of Tom Selleck as an actor, but
he really does seem like a n~ce,
charming, guy and Paulma
Porizkova comes across as a
rather witty, intelligen t individual, but you would never
know it by Her Alibi. The only
funny moments in this wouldbe laffarama are quite inadvertant· a slow motion run through
Sell~ck' s hair and a particular
sequence late in the film when
Tom and Paulina, dressed as
clowns, see each other across
clown-fill ed room. You really
have to see it to believe it.
Feeble direction and writing
that is comically tone deaf (on
a Biblical scale) combined to
give the stars ne'er a chance in
this bit o' crap. Wow, what a
stinker.

p~~na Pon:ilrova and Tom Selleck in Her Alibi.
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band
jell.
didn't
just
Volta and Lunk
Only on the early b-side
Sunday, February 5
"Bulbs of Passion'' and the
Bunratty's, Allston, MA
cosmic whirl of Bug's "Yeah We
By Arthur Lizie
There isn't a whole lot one Know" did the band let loose
can say or write about t?e and live up to their reputation.
world's consumma te power tr~o, On these two tunes guitar her_o
Dinosaur Jr. They play mus•~· Mascis finally broke out of his
They're loud and heavy. Thats self absorbed shell and unabout it. To put it another way, leashed the untnding wall of
they're heavy, loud, and, did I distortion , melody and whine
mention it, heavy. Oh y_e ah, the band is famous for. These
they're really good, too.1:Jsually. were all too brief moments of
Sunday afternoon/ evenrng Di- greatness. The rest of the show,
nosaur Jr. played an uneven, a smattering of tunes from the
disappoin tinglr short s~t at a two above mentioned SST alpacked-to-the-g1lls h?l~-rn-the- bums, was fair to average; the
wall called Bunratty s rn beau- noise was constant, but mere
was just no heart to back it up.
tiful downtown Allston, MA.
sum up, the show was a
To
one
was
Bug_
Jr.'s
Dinosaur
of the few worth1whd~ ~Ps of major disappoint ment._ Hope1988, just as You re Lwtng All fully the lack of qual~ty and
Over Me was one of the few cohesion was symptomatlC mere. worthw~ile records of 1987. _On ly of this show and n?t indicative
these discs the ba_nd, guita- of all Dinosaur Jr. gigs.
Bullet LaVolta, second on the
rise/vocali st J Masc1s,_ an e~en
skinnier version of Ttny Tim, bill, provided the highpoint of
bassist/ vocalist Lou Barlow, the afternoon with a solid forty
who looks pretty normal, and minutes of no-nonse nse
drummer Murph, who would rock/hardc ore. The band _is at
blend in well at any of the its best cranking out straightcocktail parties in Manhattan , edge rock-with-a-message in the
barked a delightful, sonic wall 7 Seconds mode, but tend to lose
of sub-cosmic sludge. Th~y were some credibility when t~ey
one of the few bands with the aspire towards pop melodies.
ears for a good melo~y and t~e Lavolta have a record coming
amps for total _distomon. Their out in April and if this sho~ was
idea of dynamtcs was loud and any indication of the quality of
louder. These two records, and the record, it will be a decent
their earlier work on Hom_es- disc.
The opening band, Lunk,
tead Records, led to very high
expectatio ns from the band's lived up to its name. Lunk. Say
the word a few times and you
.
live performances.
Sunday the band did _not can get some kind of idea what
measure up to the hype. FirSr, they were like. I can honestly
music aside, th':!Y are one the say that they are the worst band
most imperson able ban~s that I have ever seen, not that
around. The one time they did I usually lie to you. The "singer"
lower t~ems~lve s to speak to spoke words from whatever
the audience 1t was to yell t~at chunks of literature he found
the band had lost the batteries at. the Store 24 on the way to
the show while the band creep~d
to their tuner. Thanks, gu~s.
Secondly, a~d more musi_cally, along at a hystericall y flaccid
they rarely h1t the emotional pace. Lunk combined the best
peaks pro:'ide1 on rec~rd. It, aspects of boredom and prettook the fust fifteen mrnutes ension into one totally unforof the show, i.e. one-third, for gettable blob of wretchedn ess .
the band to reach a point where Yuck!
they were even in th~ mood to

Or bis on' s La st Wo rds
written for Orbison by ~ono a_na
Roy Orbison
Edge of U2. Tt's the h1ghpomt
G. l
M t
of the album, a shimmerin _g
•
'YS ery tt'.
_ song dwelling in the romantic
By John, C. :urner .
Look, you re not go1~g to get world of night. Jim Keltner
a perfectly hon.est review ~ere maintains a rollin&, tri~al ~r~m(whatever that 1s). Roy Orbison beat beneath Orbison s pmm~
is dead. What follow are some vocals and Bono's chiming gu1thoughts as clearly stated as I tar. Bono, at one time a fundacan make them. But I know that mentalist, has written a set_ of
my _thoughts are colored ~y lyrics about a love as seductive
Orb1son's re~e!l~ death. While but as impossible as Mary Mageulogy & c~1t1c1s_m are lousy delen's for Jesus. Though bebedfellows, it's a lade too early trayed, the singer's desire keeps
for me, at least, to separate the him in love. It's a very sen~ual
number. "Haunted by ~er side,
.
two.
Someone once said of Claude it's the darkness 10 her
Monet, "He is just an eye, but eyes/That so enslaves me." It's
what ~n eye!" The s~me co1;1ld roughly simila.~ to "With or
be said of Roy _Orbison w~th Without You, and equally
respect to his vo1Ce -- a gushmg stunning.
Tom Petty's Heartbrea kers
silk sheet of sound. When
Orbison died, at the age of 52, are all over the album. As are
of a heart attack this fall, he v.:as the Travelling Wilburys (which
at the peak of a com~erci ~l included both Orbison and Pet~omeb~ck that began with his ty). All of the Heartbrea kers
10duct10n to the Rock & Roll except for drummer Stan Lynch
Hall of Fame a couple ?f years appear on t _he rec o r_d - ago and most rec~ntly u~cluded · producing, playmg, arrangmg.
the top-5 Travelling W_tlburys They supply a very Californi_a
LP. Fortunately, before his death sound to the record though 1t
Roy had already r_ecorded an rarely sounds like a "Petty"
album of songs whtch has now record. The sound is generally
been posthumously_ released. It lush with strings adding to the
will no doubt_ con_unue A:me~- wall of sound effect. This works
ica's love affair wtth Orbison s well, meshing with_ the soft
fleshiness of Roy's vo1Ce. Somevoice.
The LP is called Mystery Girl. times the sound is Wilburyis h
The title comes from the refrain __ three songs are produced by
of "She's a Mystery Girl," a son~ Jeff Lynne of the Wilburys.

Besides "She's a Mystery to
Me " other highlights include
an Elvis Costello compositio n,
"!'he Comedian s," "The Oniy
One" (written by Roy's son
Wesley and by Craig Wiseman)
and "Careless Heart," a very
smooth California tune propelled by Mike Campbell's tough
rhythm guitar strumming . "The
Only One" is a Memphis soul
song with original instrument s
courtesy of Steve Cropper on
guitar (Booker T and the MG's)
and the Memphis Horns. As
Roy sings the refrains on this
I am reminded very much of
Bruce Springste en's voice on
"Hungry Heart". (which is _like
no other vocal tn the Sprtngsteen catalog) and of Springsteen's comment that he has
tried to sing like Orbison but
never been abl~ to.
"The Comedian s" is an ingenious Elvis Costello composition. The lyrics form a poem
as beautiful as anything I've read
recently. The instrumen tation
is spar'se, with a hammerin g
drum salting the singer's freshly
wound~d heart. Roy soars aloft
a couple of times on this one
__ the voice which you thought
could not possibly go higher
suddenly goes straight up like
an F-15, stretching the otherwise finite bounds of this Earth.
So _______ go get it.
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CELEBRATE WINTER AT UNH
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Featuring the culmination
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MUSIC
Refreshments & Entertainment

FREE "Winter Celebration"
Coffee Mugs for all
who attend! ~

Saturday, February 11th
Granite State Room 8:00 pm
$1 Students $2 Non Students
Sposored by the Student Coalition
for the Homeless
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By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters

FLEA

..

MRRKE
At the Arabian comedy club.

THE FAR SIDI

'By

GARY LARSON

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

-------------.

Moses as a kid

RESPEa COMES WITH

Now Is ,YOUr chance to talk about

THETERRITOR~

R

ETAIL MANAGEMEN T
OPPORTUNITIES with
OSCO DRUG

If you're Interested In retail management
as a career, then Osco Drug
is the company for __youl .
Osco Drug, one of the largest retail drug chains in the nation, can
put your talents, skills, and drive on the road to succe§f,itJf;;ypy
have an interest, background, training or educati . "' Y~ff!
management, we have the career you've been wai,.'. ....

or:' , , ::;,,;;

!ilt:;!1,,~~
~~~~~,;l!i:,:~:

; ;, J'~F~~~;:
··

f'°'/'/i

0
:

~g>""". ·

ent,

<~~A'ff~~inee to the next
'~ rtidpate in our lucrative

· ,,/Jlt~,J~;opment of people, to the buying
/fihe Osco management team exercises a
.. nomy in their stores. Find out more about an
;rttanagement career. We will be on campus:

Tuesday, February 21st
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
If you are unable to attend, please send your resume to: Osco

Drug, Inc., Attn: Recruiting Department, 1818 Swift Drlw, Oak
Brook, IL 60521. We are an equal opportunity employer.

OscoDrug
Count on people wflo ca,a

Respect and prestige come naturally to people who
serve as officers in the Army Nurse Corps.
You'll be part of a very special health care team,
and your duties could range from serving in a high,
tech military hospital to serving in a field hospital or
a MASH unit in the United States·or overseas.
If this sounds interesting, contact an Army Nurse
Recruiter.

Ca// 207-775-2194
SFC David Perkins
Nurse Recruiter

AltMY MUISI CORPS. BEALL 1011 CAM IL
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by Kurt Krebs

Superguy
APPAR.ENTL Y MY ESTFEMED
CR.tATOR {cAAJ our OF TIN€
Ai\'D HAD TO SLAP- T06ET~~
SOM€ so Rr of (O/I/FUS€I) HAcl(
J .)(3. IT WAS Su PPOS ED ro
8€ ABOUT Tf-1{) {l !G OAF
NAMED Pi?.OLK), wµo f}/fcOt,JS ...

Ol<AY EVERYBODY LISTtN-UP!

1 'V[ [3EEN ASl(fD TO APOLD6/Zt
(DR LAST fRlbAY'S CAR.TOoAJ.

H.A.G KS HA LL
THIS IS GONNA 'BE
YOUR 1tOOM FOR

THIS

YE AR

'R000- RA.

THE ELECTRI~;.~
OUTLE

-SY JOHN l-llRTL£t•
-------..---..-.
UH- NO, THAT's A
r?OACH - YOU KNOW,:
A BLAG-. ,__ ____----.

.

DISMAL

I!lU , .T.0

HOW SHOULV
I HANDLE NIM?

,-

~ AlLOW
fJO if/AT
r~
ur11vERs!TY
1

-

\

O~Cf!!,S'f{?

IJZ?AmPus ~om1x
8UDGE1 curs! )13UPGE T
curs/ MAN SINC.(
"TriS'f 5 HUT O'F THE

Gu-, ~)HADES, '-<ou
\JS\JALL~' t:=°ALL ASLH.P
\N THGS E N,G1-n LY

"'EAT AfTER 2PM 11-1£

tLPSS£5 BEt~USE c~

(LASS ROOMS ARE C,OLD~
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CLASSIFIED
WANTED: Helper for Handicapped Person.
Alternate Saturdays. $6.25 per hour. Easy
work. Great Boss. Call Dan @ 692-4764.
Volvo 145 Wagon, 1974. New tires. breaks
and shocks. Solid Auto Trans. $675 or BEST
OFFER. 742-3233 nights. Ask for Chris.
1984 Jeep CJ, 57,000 miles, AM-FM
Cassette, recently tuned new plugs, wires.
$4,800. 862-3698 (before 4:30), 642-9976
(after 6:00).
1985 VW Golf GTI, sunroof, AM/FM
cassette. Fogs, spoiler. 46,000 k. Excellent
condition. $5500/BO. 431-1543, days or
431-0053, eves. Carolyn Burgess.
Stereo amplifier for sale. Sansai Au-555A.
40 Watts per channel. Also Lafayette tuner,
asking $50. Call Doug 868-1064 (n) Qr 8681095 (d).
Horses boarded. $180/month. Box stalls,
pasture riding ring, trails nearby. Daily tu~n
out on request. Twice daily cleaning and .
feeding. 1Omins. from .campus. Top quality
care at affordable prices. Harness and
saddle training available. 743-3632 or 7426533 Diane.
1985 Subaru GL 2 dr hatchback. Five
speed, 76K highway miles. Brand new $700
exhaust system front to back. Metallic
brown with beige cloth interior. AM/FM
cassette. One owner, excellent condition.
Need larger car. $3195.00 Days 603-3298341, Eves. 603-485-5451.
For Sale: 1 Poison/Tesla Ticket. Portland
Maine. Feb. 15 Gen. Admission $15 or Best
offer. 862-4245 ask for Greg.

-

1981 Honda Civic Hachback, very good
condition, 5-speed, AM-FM cassette (new
brakes, clutch. exhaust system). $1,250.
Call 207 /384-5516.
'82 - Subaru 4-wheel drive wagon in good
shape with little rust. Well taken care of,
all routine maintenance dol}e, oil changed
every 3k. $850 or BO - Call Jere at 8682886.
'82 - Renault LeCar - Runs and in good
shape. Needs brake work to pass inspection. New tires only 60K. $250 or BO. Call
Jere at 868-2886.
Women's Size 8 ski boots - $99. Bright RedTechn ica-Almost new! Call Kellie 862 4150.

LOST: brown purse, with tan trim.Please,
please, please, if you found it call me at
862-4435, ask for Eileen.

Personal Care Attendant needed for male
quadrapaligic. $6.25 per hour. Will train .
No experience needed. Flexible hours. On
kari-van route. Call 742-3541.
SUMMER JOBS OUTDOORS! Over 5,000
openings! National Parks, Forests, Fire
Crews. Send Stamp For Free Details. 113
E. Wyoming, Kalispell, MT. 599Q1 .

SERVICES
MUSO Photography is now offering creative
portraiture to students and non-students.
Portraits are all original and of expressive
nature which can be taken in various
outdoor locations o campus. All work is
completed and finely crafted on black and
white prints. $20 includes all costs. For
more info or portfolio review, contact
Michael Borcnardt at MUSO 862-1485 .
Room 148 in the MUB.
Horse boarding now available at DeMeritt
Hill Farm on route 155 in Lee. New stables
only 3 miles from· campus. Full board for
only $200 per month. Call Bill at 8688-2134
or Steve at 868-1480. Evenings best. Keep
trying.
What makes for exciting, fulfilling relationships? For a free mail survey, write :
Relationships, Box 5142, Station A, WilkesBarre, PA 18710
Typing/word processing. Professional
quality, guaranteed results, spelling ac. curacy included, call Dover 742-2037.
Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports. etc . Experienced,
efficient, reasonable rates, quick-return ,
. Janet Boyle, 659-3578.

HEALTH
SERVICES
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ...feel free to
call any .of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing Dept.
862-3405; Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office 862-2050; Les Fisher,
English Dept. 862-1313 ; Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities 862-1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862 -2376;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050.

HOUSING -1

Durham: R0ommate needed to share
apartment on Garrison Ave. behind SAE.
Call Dave 868-3571 .

Room for rent in furnished house. Private
bath, washer, microwave, country setting.
1O minutes from campus . Non-smoker.
No pets. $250/iionth includes heat.
Available immediately 742-6533.
Rooms for rent- Main St. location. Call 8681105. Clark Rentals.
2-Bedroom duplex w/cathedral ceilings,
fire place, in like-new condition, rural setting
near Kari-van and UNH. $600/month. Marc
. 742-2610.
Roommate needed to share 4-Bedroom
apartment with three females. $210 / month
plus utilities. Contact Kim at 742-0247.
3 bdrm beach house tor rent for '89-'90
academic year. $475/mo. Call after 4:00
pm, ~26-4215.
/,-

.

Workstudy pos itions available in Glacier
Research Group. Help needed in all aspects
of ice core research. No experience necessary.
$4.50-$5.50 per hour. New Science Building,
Room 355. Phone 2463.

DRUMMERS! Audition for massive Boston
rock'n roll band , BuJlet La Volta . Make
records, tour the U .S./Europe, do the punk
rock thang. Must be able to hit hard, but with
soul and grace. Call Tom (617) 437-0684.

. If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
ale, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free,
nonymous and non-judgemental AIDS
ntibody counseling and/or testing, call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH, 8623823
If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you amy be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS
antibod~ counseling and/ or testing, call
the office ~ health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH, 862 3823
If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
For free, anonymous and non -judgemen!al
antibody testing and/ or counseling call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH 8623823
If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
For free, anonymous and non-judgemental
antibody testing and/or couriseling call
the off ice of Health Education and Pro motion, Health Services Center, UNH 8623823

Using more than one drug at a time can
be even more hazardous than overdrinking. The effects may be additive and
they may interact in unknown ways .
Overdose and/or death is more possible.
Passing out from too much alcohol is NOT
the same as blacking out. Passing out is
becoming unconscious. blacking out is
a memory lapse. More info call Health
Services at 862-3823
The leading cause of death for 18-24 year
olds is drunk driving. We are the only age
group with an increasing death. Don 't let
yourself or your friends become part of
the statistics. Call Health Services 8623823 for more into.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk with
someone about being different at UNH ...
feel free to call any of these members of
the Diversity Committee: Denise Connors,
Nursing Dept. 862-3405; Stuart ChurchillHoyer, Dean of Students Office 862-2050;
Les Fisher, English Dept. 862-1313; Marianne Fortescue, Stupent Activities 8621524; Susan Franzosa. Dept. of Education
862-2376; Emily Moore, Dean of Students
Office 862-2050.
If you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1985, you might be at risk for
AIDS . For free and anonymous AIDS
antibody counseling and for testing call
the office of Health Education and Promotion. Health Services Center, UNH. 8623823.
If you have used I.V. drugs and s·hared
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
. for AIDS . For free , anonymous and nonjudgemental AIDS antibody counseling
and/or testing call the office of Health
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Center, UNH. 862-3823.
Alcoholism has been called " the most
serious drug problem": due to the cost to
society, physical damage to the body's
organs. and the large number of fatalities
and victims resulting from accidents or
withdrawal symptoms. Call 862 -3823 for
more information.
"Drink provokes the desire, but it takes
away the performance ," Shakespeare.
Alcohol lowers inhibition to respond to
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical
abilfties and can lead to irresponsible
decision making. Call Health Services for
more info.
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on self, others. or property. For some people
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself.
Drinking and driving is a serious problem.
More than 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day . More people have been killed in
alcohol-related accidents in this cour1try
than have died in our foreign wars.
Everybody has a favorite cure for a
hangover, but they all have one thing in
common--they don't work. What does work
is preventative medicine . If you control
your consumption, you won't get a hangovr.

.

STU, Can I have a drag? - the woman with
the pulse
To the BEER WENCHES (1, 2, and 3):
Thanks for a fun.time. The game of quarters
will never be the same! The cookies were
great too - yes , that was MY idea! You
spelled last week 's WOTW wrong ; it's
UNMITIGATED . This week ' s WOTW is
NAPPY. Look it up and we'll see you soon.
Signed, Brad, Chris, 8oz and Jim
DUNDEE - Here 's to stupid body tricks,
head massages and endless weird talks.
Love, me. P.S. GET OFF ME 1
DIDN'T YOU HEAR ME?I I said: GET OFF
ME! (hee, hee)

The proportion of heavy drinkers increases
fairly steadily from 6% of those with
grammar school education, to 15% of those
who are college graduates.

Happy Birthday KJL*- Here's to what the
future brings, hope tomorrow you'll find
better things! ILY WSC

Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohoi have a negative empact
on self, others or property. For some people,
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself. More info call Health Services
at 862-3823

Happy Birthday Kathy Lynch!!! love the
old Randall crew
Abortion : should it be legal? Find out at
6:00 pm in the MUB on February 9. There
will be a debate sponsored by the UNH
Debate Society.

FIRESIDE INFO MEETING TONIGHT!!
FIND OUT ABOUT THE SPRING TRIPS
PLANNED FOR THIS SEMESTER. TUESDAY AT 7 :30 pm IN THE STRAFFORD
ROOM OF THE MUB.

How would you like to earn $125 .00 the
easy way! Enter the SCH student talent
show! Forms in Room 126, MUB.

Congrats to Kappa Delta's new Executives!!! President - Jody Macmillan , Vice
President- Paula Howie, Treasurer- Susan
Denneen, Assistant Treasurer - Kelly Lord,
Secretary - Elizabeth Treble and Membership Stacy Guilbeau!!!! You guys are
amazing!

Mike - I love you to death! Will you be mine
forever?I? -Denise

8-5: Beware! Bakes goods from 8 -6!
Chocolate bombs never had it so good!
You haven't registered in the StudentTalent
Show! Time is running out for you to win
money, admiration, and have a great time.
Registration forms in Room 126 MUB.
We love you, Kara, oh, yes we do! We love
you, Kara, you know it's true. When you're
not with us, we're blue! oh, Kara, we love
you! Keep up the good work and study hard!
Love, the Sisters of DZ.
Don't be a pussy(cat); Ski Wildcat Feb.11
with UNH Ski Club. Onfy $32, includes
transportation, a lift ticket. and a wild time!
Help us tame .the wildest mountain in the
East. Office hours Mon, Tues, 9-4, Table
hours Wed, Thurs. 11-1. ?-862-1013.
Give your sweetheart a memory that will
last forever - the New Hampshire Gentlemen . We will serenade your sweetheart
and present her with a rose for ten dollars.
Contact Murph at 868-3669 or Marc at 7422252.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH .. .feel free to
call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors. Nursing Dept.,
862-3405; Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office, 862-2050; Les Fisher,
English Dept. , 862-1313; Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities, 862-1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education, 862 -2376;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office, 8622050.
The New Hampshire Gentlemen will serenade your sweetheart and present her with
a rose for the very reasonable price of ten
dollars. Romance rules the heart - contact
Murph at 868-3669 or Marc at 742-2252.
Pal " you're a geek! "Really! I didn't erase
them! Honest!"

B-5: As you sit upon the can, think of 86 and their brownie pan!!

Get green on St. Patty's Day in the wildest
town out west. Ski Breckenridge during
spring break with UNH Ski Club. $654
includes transport, 4 days skiing, slopeside
efficiency condos. Only 3 spaces left...Don't
miss ·out!
8-5: We love you! Please don't retaliate!
Love, the chicks from 8-6.
Henrietta - Be my valentine or I won't do ·
your Cale homework anymore . Love,
Harold.
Spring Break - Great Price!! Party in Florida
- Panama/ Daytona! Call: Joni 868-1637.
Lesbian support group: discusss common
problems. issues, and experiences in a
friendly, confidential atmosphere. Meetings
each Tuesday at 8:30 pm in the Health
Services Resource Room.
*Spring Break* Great Price! Party in Florida
- Panama/Daytona! $199-$219. Call Joni,
868-1637 /659-3198.
Gail - I want you with all my heart. I'll be
back. Love, Chris.
Apt. 16 - Great bash last Friday. When 's
the next one? From the Apt . 9 Igloo
Dwellers.
Scared? ... But you've always wanted to be
adventurous? Now is your chance!I! NHOC
Parachuting Trip May 6th - Jump from 3500
ft. Don't limit your higher educational
experinces with only books! Stop by the
NHOC office, Mub Rm. 129, 862-2145 and
GET INVOLVED .. . or call 743-3427 and
ask for Johnny. An experience you'll never
regret!!!
Brighten your life!!! Meet that someone
special through our singles club . Intro
Singles Club, Box 3006, Boston, MA. 02130.
Rush Sigma Iota Sigma! Open Rush starts
February 13th 8-1Oand February 15th 9:4511 in the Grafton Room of the MUB . Be
a part of the new beginning.
Student Coalition for the Homeless
meeting. Wednesday at 7:00. Room 139
Hamilton-Smith. Newcomers welcome!

Kathy-. Save face!I Have a great birthday!
Don't get too out of control and stay cooool!!
I love you- Jillie

Gay/Bisexual Men's support group meets
every Monday at 8 pm Conference Room,
Health Center. Come and be yourself!
Complete Confidentiality respected.

Kath*- hey, hey roomie - Enjoy yourself
today! Happy 20th! Watch out for early
morning visitors this week and just remember I think you're almost as cool as
I am. Love, your roommate

"Hunger Cleanup" - Major Spring hunger
fundraiser targeting local, national and
international hunger!!! Individuals and
groups interest~d call Scott @ 7 43-4326.

Carolyn, You are really wonderful!!! Thanks
for making me so happy . I think you are
the MOST ADORABLE (Part VII) . I wuv you
wats, Jeff
Lucy, Oo loove yoo soo vooroo mooch .
Oo woont yoo too knoow thoot. "Koos moo
oond smoole foor moo too. Tool moo thoot
yoo'II woot foor moo. Hoold moo look yoo'II
noovo loot moo goo." I love you!!! JTP
/ THIS IS IT . SOMETHING NEW, SOMETHING DIFFERENT. TRY THE FIRESIDE
MOTHER/DAUGHTER TRIP! WHAT A
FANTASTIC WAY TO SPEND MORE TIME
WITH YOUR MOM OR SOMEONE WHO
IS CLOSE TO YOU. FIND OUT MORE AT
THE INFO MEETING TONIGHT AT 7:30
PM IN THE STRAFFORD RM IN THE MUB.
If you want to really romance that .special
woman in your life, send her the Gents on
Valentine's Day. For a meager ten bucks,
she will be serenaded and presented a rose.
That's Amore! Contact Murph at 868-3669
or Marc at 742 -2252.
" Greasy Fatback Funk" - what does it
mean? Max Creek of course ... Feb. 1 0 @
8:00 pm in the MUB. Buy tix now or @ the
show ...
Congrats Laura D.! AOT, eh! H.I.
Georgie Porgy Puddin ' and Pie - A year's
gone by and no Hair pie! Oh me oh my.
Fill the hole. We've got the gap! UNH Ski
Club has only 1 space left for Jackson
Hole ... $739 includes transport , 5 days
skiing slopeside efficiency condos! Check
it out! Ski Ski Ski - Don't sit home for Spring
Break!
Hey Pops - So what's it like to teach a class
of eager high school freshmen with a
hangover?

8-5: Want sEX? reLAX!

Can you believe - Every night at Glory Daze
is a specials night!
Where the girls are .. .Glory Daze Ladies
Night - Tonight! Don't miss it!
Hey Bahama-Mama!!Yes you ...do you want
a savage tan? Sexy tan lines? Well , go
where the sun's hot and the drinks are
sizzlin'! UNH Ski Club goes to the Bahamas
for Spring Break. Don't be fooled by lower ·
prices ...come see what we have to offer.
Delta Zeta Sorority proudly announces
the new Executive Staff members for the
1989 term : Heather Carr, President; Deb
Fox, Vice President of Membership; Kelly
Jenkins, Vice President/Pledge Educator;
Kristen Kelly, Recording Se :::retary; Christine Beliveau , House Manager; Lucy
Magnus and Kerry Kelly, Panhellenic
Representatives. On behalf of the Sisters
of Delta Zeta, the Exec Staff offers con gratulations to the new officers of all the
Greek houses and looks forward to a safe
and happy semester!
KRINGLES!!! YOU BLONDE!!!
George - We haven 't seen or heard from
Joey in about a year. We heard he was in
the hospital. How is he? You should take
him out for raquetball sometime . You 're.
the goods. Put a piece of gum on it. $1im
'n' Ed.
Can you do something interesting? Exciting? Funny? Or just plain weird? Enter
the SCH talent show. Call Nancy 862-4250.
TAKE THE LEAD! The Washington Center
Internship Program can get you ahead in
your career and education! Open information session on Wednesday, February
8, from 3:30-4:30, Mee 101 .
To whoever stole my right shoe - I hope
you're satisfied, jerk! Now I'm shoeless!

·,.
Needed . . Good Vocal Cords And An
Adventurous SPIRIT!!' NHOC Parachuting
Trip May 6th. Jump From 3500 Ft. Save
$1 O a Week Until Then and Go With Some
Thrills That You've Always Been Putting
Off--No Excuses This Time 1 Stop by the
NHOC Office MUB Rm. 129 862-2145 and
GET INVOLVED ... or call 743-3427 and ask
for Johnny D. An experience you'll scream
about co all your friends and more!!!

SPRING BREAK, NASSAU/PARADISE
ISLAND , From $299. Package includes:
Roundcrip air, transfers, 7 nights hotel, beach
parties, free lunch, cruise, free admission
co nightclubs, taxes and more!!! CANCUN
package also available!! Organize small group,
earn free trip! 1-800-231-0113 or (203) 967-

SPRING BREAK reservations to tropical
Jamaica , sunny Mexico, and wild Daytona
are now being taken. LIMITED number of
spaces. Call Sarah or Kathie at 868-5955 for
details!
SUN! PARTIES! FUN! All this and more
is waiting for you in JAMAICA, CANCUN,
ACAPULCO, and DAYTONA. Make your
Spring Break reservations now co ensure a
space. Call Sarah or Kathy at 868-5955 for
reservations.
FIRESIDEISHAVINGTHEIR INFOMEETING TONIGHT AT 7:30 IN THE STRAFFORD ROOM OF THE MUB. FIND OUT
WHAT'SPLANNEDFORSPR INGSEMESTER. FIND OUT ABOUT THE BIKING

3330.

TRIP IN KENTUCKY AND THE MOTHER/DAUGHTER TRIP.

Wake n, Bake--in Beautiful NEGRIL, JAMAICA. Unbelievable Spring Break Packages
Scarring at $439. Gall Sun Splash Tours at
1-800-426-7710.

WANNA GO TO A COMMUNE? GO TO
THE FIRESIDE INFO MEETING TONIGHT.
7:30 pm Strafford Rm, MUB

Jillie, HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! To a wonderful
friend and roomie - you desecve the best.
Cheers to champagne and CA! Love ,
Leelee.
To Rick, Why haven 't you called us back?
Please r_eply - Jen, Amy, Paula, Susanne,
Kim and Marie!
SPEND SPRING BREAK DOING SOMETHING A LITTLE BIT DIFFERENT- - HOW

ABORTION: Should it remain legal? Come
hear the opposing views from the UNH
Debate Society on Feb. 9 at 6:00 pm in the
MUB.
ABORTION : What is the morality behind
it? On Feb. 9, come see the UNH Debate
Society present the arguments at 6:00 pm
th
in e MUB.
Congratulations - newly initiated si st ers·
of Kappa Delta' I don't know what I'm going
to do without you guys as pledges' I love
you all! "Chief"

ABOUT BIKING IN KENTUKY? ONLY
$175.00. FIND OUT MORE AT THE FIREJody - Congrats to the new Kappa Delta
SIDE MEETING TONIGHT 2/7 /89 at 7:30
._
He_a_d_H_a_un_c_h_o,_rn_L_ov_e_.o_e_b_a_n_d_Kr_is.te_n_
•p•m•S•T-RA•F•F•O•R•D•R•o-o_M_._M_u_B_ _ _ _ _

Lady 'Cats win thriller
By Naomi Elvove
Senior co-captain Kris Kinney scored her 2,000th point as
the Lady 'Cats basketball team
triumphed Saturday afternoon
at Central Connecticut State 6563. The win makes their conference record 6-2 and overall
record 12-8.
UNH came into the game
with the added motivation of
having lost a heartbreaker to
Central Connecticut in early
January.
Not only did Kinney score her
2,000 point but she also lead the
'Cats with 32 points and scored
the·game winning basket.
The first half was extremely
close as the score went back and
forth. That changed at the
beginning of the second half
when UNH hit a hot streak and
shot ahead by about 12 points.
The Blue Devils were not
going to let the Wildcats off
easily however, and, lead by
their strong rebounding, got
_.the mse 1ves back into it. with
30 seconds left in the game and
UNH ahead by three, the Devils
sunk a three-pointer to tie it up
63-63. With five seconds re-

MARCH . 13-17

SPRING BREAK

inaining Kinney sank a shot
from the top ot the key to give
the 'Cats the thrilling two point
victory.
Junior Deb Dorsch also had
a terrific game, contributing 16
points a eight rebounds to the
win. In addition to Kinney and
Dorsch, sophomore Julie Donlon sparkled as she did a great
job handling the Devils' intense
press.
As a whole, the Wildcats
showed a tremendous team
effort. They beat a · Central
Connecticut team which lost to
Seaboard Conference leading
Maine. by only two points.
In scoring her 2,000th point,
Kinney firmly established herself as the all-time UNH scoring
leader for either men's or women's basketball. For her efforts
in this game, as well as against
Harvard earlier in the week,
Kinney was named the Seaboard
Conference Co-player of the
Week. She shares the honor
with Maine's Rachel Boucard.
UNH will be at Vermont
tomorrow night for another
conference game. The last time
these teams opposed each other
the 'Cats were victorious 75-52.

Chris Kinney scored her
2,000th point on Saturday.
·
(Hank Ellsmore photo)
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BARTENDING

TAK ES OFF
7 NIGITTS HOTEL/AIR/TRANSFERS
NO HIDDEN COSTS!
FROM BOSTON/SfAY AT THE BEST HOTELS

EARN EXTRA INCOME OR

land a good summer job

Buy with confidence. Buy your vacation from Filene's basement..
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GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
MASTER BARTENDER.SCHOOL. ITS
EASY AND FUN. TEL. (603) 659- 3718
■ CERTIFICATE AWARDED ■ DAY OR EVENING CLASSES ■ EASY
FLEXIBLE
■
CONVENIENT PARKING
■
PAYMENT PLAN
SCHEDULES ■ FREE REFRESHER COURSE _.. JOB SEARCH
GUIDANCE ■

MASTER
CALL
SCHOOL
bART~NDER
OR WRITE
84 Main Street
TODAY
Newmarket, N.H. 03857
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Doral Beach Hotel
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intercollege transfer applications

between February 13th and February 17th.

Information and Applications are Available
at the Group Meetings Scheduled:
• Monday, February 13, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 201)
•Tuesday, February 14, 3:30-4:00 p.m. (McC 204)
• Wednesday, February 15, 8;30-9:00 a.m. (McC 201)
•Thursday, February 16, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC 201)
• Friday, February 17, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 201)
Students must go to one of these meetings in order to get
their application form.

CJM~ ~duiwut ~ / m o ~ 862-3885

Beachfron t .
1st Class Hotel
Sat. night dep.

from

569+17

Al prices •• per per9011 Ouad accupancy and are ~us $10-17 depnre taxes. Hotel laxes and airport "illlers in
~ desinal111 are induded. Cnlelali111 ~ appy and al pa9M'lgers must •!Pl TN Operaa Palicipant
space is limted. Dcd,le 00allliSlcy sl~hlly h~her.
AgrN1111W1l Su~ect lo

cnange,

~:THE
~CATION
OUTlf:ET ™
~
j@j0:i¼i:C#!i4~ii
Reservations!
Guaranteed
OPEN TODAY
10 Locations in
New England

~

Guaranteed Low Prices!

For Information or to Book call

617 267-81 00
FIRST CLASS VACATIONS AT BARGAiN BASEMENT PRICES!
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Skiers impress
at Vermont
By Chris Benecick
The UNH nordic teams were
Taking advantage of ideal also in action at Stowe. The
conditions and impressive in- men's team finished sixth overdividual performances, the all, with Dartmouth capturing
UNH ski team enjoyed their the team honors.
Pat Weaver led UNH, covbest outing of the season at the
UVM Winter Ski Carnival this ering the 18.6 kilometer course
in 58: 17 and finishing 14th out
past weekend.
Eleven schools sent conting- of 66 skiers. Marc Gullickson,
ents to the event held on Stowe Jami Doneski, Bill Kimball, and
Mountain, and both the UNH Scott Nelson rounded out the
men and women skied superbly. scoring, finishing in the 20th,
The men's alpine squad per- 40th, 43rd, and 47th slots. The
formed well, finishing third relay team of Weaver, Gullickoverall behind traditional pow- son, and Kimball finished sixth
ers Vermont and Dartmouth.
in the 3 x 5 kilometer race.
The women's nordic team
In the giant slalom, Ivar Dahl
placed 6th out of 72 entries, also came to ski, finishing a very
followed by Phil Astrachan and respectable fourth behind guess
John Bittinger in the 14th and who? Vermont. Chris Philbrick
16th spots respectively. In the traversed the 12.6 K course in
slalom, Bittenger was the top a scintillating time of 43 :05,
finisher for UNH at 8th. He was good enough for 8th place
trailed by Astrachan (12th) and honors. Right behind her was
Mona Depray in 11th, followed
Ivar Dahl (15th).
"Our third place finish was by Kathy Thompson in 26th,
the best for UNH in years here, Kim Young in 43rd, and Krista
we really skied strongly," said Savage in 44th. The relay team
Astrachan. "When we beat both of Philbrick, Thompson, and
Williams and Middlebury and Depray finished a somewhat
ended up right behind both disappointing sixth.
Nordic coach Corey Schwartz
UVM and Dartmouth.We know
noted that the "course was well
we're reaching our potential."
The women's alpine team packed and icy, resulting in fast
also experienced success, placing times for all skiers. Individually
fifth while Vermont took the we skied great, but our relay
meet.
showing on Saturday was way
In the giant slalom, Jessie below par."
The UNH ski teams will next
McAleer finished 10th, followed
by Erin Sullivan (17th) and be in action at the Dartmouth
Hillary Rockwell (20th). Jen · Skiway this Friday, and with a
Conover was on fire, exploding couple of good races, several
down the mountain en route to Wildcat skiers should qualify
a 5th place result in the slalom. for the NCAA Championshpps
Sullivan came back to place 15th at Jackson Hole, Wyoming.
· Vermont, watch out!
.in this event.
·
Savo Mitrovic, playing one of
his best g·ames of the season,
carried the puck the length of
the ice, drew the defenseman
in, then passed out front to Mark
Johnson, who beat King at 5:01.
New Hampshire continued
their pressure but could not
come up with another goal in
the period.
Maine tallied once more in
the second, as Bob Beers immediately answeredJohnson's goal
with a goal of his own. The
period ended with UNH leading
3-2.
The fast pace continued into
the third period, with New
Hampshire still controlling the
tempo. Assistant Captain Steve
Horner netted what would be ,
the eventual game winner at
3:44, when he knocked in the
rebound of a Dominic Amodeo
shot.
Maine standout Dave Capuano brought the Black Bears to
within one goal at 10:01 of the
final stanza. Capuano collected
a pass from Robitaille and
quickly fired a shot past a
sprawling Morrison.
With UNH leading 4-3, the
Bears turned up the heat, putting some heavy pressure on the
UNH net. Maine got what
appeared to be the game-tying
goal with just 10 seconds remaining after pulling King for
the extra man. But referee Joe
Albert ruled that the net had
dislodged and disallowed the
goal.
UNH hung on for the 4-3
win, as UMaine Head Coach
Shawn Walsh was ejected for
"discussing" the call with Albert. Morrison was outstanding
in ~he. net, turning away 37
shots.
_
The 'Cats were not so fortu-

nate Saturday night as they
appeared to sit on a two-goal
lead ha.lfway through the second
period. Maine took advantage
of New Hampshire's defensive
play by scoring four straight
goals for a 6-4 win.
Joe Flanagan opened the
scoring for UNH at 12:11 of the
first period, but Maine came
right bade 19 seconds later as
Robitaille evened the score after
beating Morrison with a nifty
move.
Chris Winnes scored just 28
seconds into the second period,
but again Maine came storming
back. Maine defenseman Keith
Carney scooped up an errant
New Hampshire pass and
evened the score just 14 seconds
later.
New Hampshire got goals
from Bruce MacDonald, his
career first, and Winnes to take
a 4-2 lead with 12:21 left in the
second. Then the roof caved in
on the 'Cats. UMaine exploded
for 3 goals in a 3:43 span. Guy
Perron scored twice and Chris
Combio once as the Black Bears
took a 5-4 lead into the third
period. ,
The fifth ranked team nationally continued its domination in the third period, as Bob
Beers scored at 12:16 on the
power play. Morrison turned
in another fine game coming
up with 33 saves. New Hampshire did have some scoring
opportunities in the final stanza,
but could not convert on them.
The 'Cats play at Northeastern this Friday night. Their next
home game is Providence on the
15th. New Hampshire .needs
just 3 more points to assure
itself of-its first Hockey East
Playoff bid since 1985.

l}NH's cheering team took seventh place at a national competition during winter break.
_(Mike Stinson photo)

Cheering on. the rise
By Tyche Hotchkiss
Angela Sillitta, a junior on
While most other students
were home over Christmas the team, commented, "It was
break, the UNH cheerleading ar;i incredible learning expeteam was practicing three times rience." Her teammate, sophoa day, each day of the week, in more Cori Taylor, added, "Being
preparation for the National the first college squad from New
Cheerleading Association's Hampshire to go was an achieve(NCA) competition held in. ment in itself-it was a great
opportunity."
Dallas, Texas.
Certainly, some of their reThis was the first time UNH
competed in the national event, cent success can be attributed
which lasted from January 6th- to the arrival of Dan Mulligan,
8th, and the Wildcat squad's who is now coaching the squad.
performance placed them 7th A graduate of Ohio's Miami
University, he brings extensive
in the all-women's division.
· It all began last summer when cheering experience along with
the Wildcat cheerleaders at- many new and innovative ideas
tended the NCA four day inten- to UNH. Miami University's
sive camp at Boston University. cheering squad is coed, ·and
The team had never been to a Coach Mulligan was on the team
camp before, and found it to be for four years. He then coached •
a rewarding experience. The that same squad for six months.
Now he has brought his
squad's performance earned
them a first place finish, and experience to UNH. In past
they received the Award of years, the Wildcat squad has had
Excellence. This is what qual- no coach, but Mulligan has taken
ified the team for January's NCA the position with a great deal
of enthusiasm and hopes to
competition.
At the nationals, the cheer- make some major changes here.
Coach Mulligan points out
leaders were judged based on
choreography, showmanship, that illiciting a response from
precision and the difficulty of the all too conservative New
their routines, among other Hampshire crowds at sporting
things. Although being recog- events is not always easy. He
nized in their division as one would like to alter this.
"My goal is to actually have
of the top ten squads in the
nation is no small accomplish- people standing up in the stands
ment, the cheerleaders feel they yelling with us," he explains.
gained more than this from The new coach is frustrated with
their participa!ion in the event. the attitude towards cheerlead-

ing at UNH. He stresses the fact
that the cheerleaders are meant
to enhance crowd enthusiasm
at games, and feels that many
Wildcat fans view the cheerleaders merely as a form of halftime
entertainment.
If the idea of men on a
cheerleading squad sounds
strange, you might be interested
to know that Coach Mulligan
is attempting to make this a
reality at UNH. According to
him, 95 percent of Division I
schools have coed squads. He
listed Harvard, Boston U niversity, Boston College and Northeastern as nearby schools
which currently have male cheerleaders.
Coach Mulligan also plans on
changing the way tryouts are
run at UNH. In an attempt to
put together "the best possible
squad," all current and potential
cheerleaders must try out. Being
a member on the team now does
not guarantee a place for next
year.
If you are interested in becoming a part of this nationally
ranked team, or interested in
making history as one of UNH' s
first male cheerleaders, you may
want to consider going out for
the squad. There will be an
informational meeting on February 16 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Carroll-Belknap Room of the
MUB.

V-ball misses big chance
soundly defeated in the first
By Christopher R. Moran
Last Saturday afternoon at game of the match, but battled
Bates College, the UNH mens' back to win the second game by
volleyball team let a golden a tight 15-13 margin. The third
opportunity to firmly establish and final game was a constant
themselves in their division slip up and dowm struggle, as the
away. lnsted of returning to lead changed hands many times.
town on top of their division, UNH seemingly had the match
they sunk back into Durham in hand, as they twice s~rved
· at match point. But unforutuvery disappointed.
The team had an overall nately, victory slipped through
record of 2-3 for the day, with their fingers and they lost 16one win and one loss counting 14.
Senior tri-captain Jeff Pertowards their divisional record.
UNH's one divisional victory ham said that the team was very
came over Boston University disappointed in their play, and
that they definitely could have
in straight sets.
Their defeat was a heart- improved their performance.
"We could've beaten all of
breaking loss at the hands of
University of Maine. UNH was them if only we had played"

better," Perham said.
The volleyball team's divisional record now stands at two
wins and one loss, with Bates
as the top team in the division.
One of UNH's non-divisional
losses on Saturday came at the
expense of this very tough Bates
team.
This Sunday at 9:00 a.m. at
the Field House, the first annual
UNH Invitiational will pe held.
Six teams have been invited and
will play each other twice in
non-divisional action. The top
four teams at the end of the day
will compete in a round-robin
tournament to decide the day's
overall champion.
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Brady steals the show

The gymna~:ics team had some problems but held on to t~ke
third at the UNH Invitational Saturday night. (Tony Cafaro
photo)

Ladies Track
moves to 7-2
By Todd Shaw
Saturday marked Seniors' Day
at the Paul Sweet Oval as the
Lady Wildcats hooked up with
the University of Maine in the
last home indoor track meet of
the season.
It would be safe to day that
Maine visited Durham at a very
inopportune time.
The Wildcats honored their
four seniors prior to the meet,
and then went on to up their
record to 7-2 while shattering
school records enroute to a 7665 triumph.
The 'Cats have been strong
this season but they still had
expected a tough battle from
Maine.
Coach Nancy Krueger found
room for concern before the
contest. "I figured that this
would be a close meet," she said,
"especially considering the fact
that we had a few people out
with injuries."
Senior Karen W enmark did
not leave any questions in
anyone's mind after turning in
a stunning performance to help
UNH jump out to a quick lead.
Wenmark clearly dominated
the weight events by burying
her'Competition in the 20 pound
weight and the shotput. In the
weight she broke her own school
record with a throw of 48' 10".
Her teammates in the weight
events also put in good performances. Sophomore Chia Movizzo took second in the weight
throw while freshman Marjorie
Cate placed second in shot put.
In the track events the 'Cats
had still other impressive performances. Junior Dawn Enterlein triumphed in the 1,500 and
1,000-yard runs while qualifying
for the New England Championships in the latter. Also
shining in the 1,000 were Kim
Cilley and Karen Cote who
finished second and third to
sweep the event for the 'Cats.
UNH continued to over-

whelm Maine on the track as
Kris Grange took first in both
the 200 and 400-meter events.
Also winning their events were
Tammy Graser and Ali Wannop
in the 800-meters and the 600yard run respectively.
It was not only a day to bid
farewell to the seniors, but it
also paved the way for a new
rising star.
Freshman Kristy Downing
outdistanced her nearest competitor in the 55-meter hurdles
and inscribed her John Hancock
in the record books. The rookie
sprinter registered a time of 8.6
seconds to wipe out the old
Paule Sweet record by .2 seconds.
The women's track team next
sees action this Saturday, when
they will compete in the Boston
University Invitational.

·**-*"Men's Track if***
By Liz Lerner
The men's indoor track team
traveled to Hanover on Friday
to compete in the Dartmouth
Classic, a non-scoring meet
which included the likes of Holy
Cross, St. Lawrence and host
Dartmouth. Among the highlights for UNH were four first
place finishes and the mile relay
team victory.
Barney Barromes won the
400-meter run. Joe Asasian won
the 500-meter run. Randy Hall
was the winner of the 800-meter
run and Doug Sargent won the
high jump.
Originally the mile relay team
was scheduled to compete in
New York City at the Mill Rose
games, but because of a change
in train schedules the team was
left in Durham. Due to the lack
of money in the athletic budget
the University could not afford
to send them to New York via
plane.
The men will see take to the
track again on Saturday, at
Southern Connecticut in the
Easterns.

By Liisa Reimann
Saturday's gymnastics meet
drew a large c;:rowd, despite the
coinciding hockey game, and all
who had battled the freeze to
come were justly rewarded.
Competing against the Michigan State University, Iowa State
University and the University
of Iowa, the UNH Wildcats,
although not winning overall,
benefited from the excitement
and set a new team scoring
record.
Paced by Lori Brady, who took
the individual all-around title,
UNH took third place with
182.55. Second was Iowa with
183.55, and winning the meet
was Michigan State with a high
score of 184.30.
On the balance beam UNH
was weak, and it is to this event
that Coach Gail Goodspeed
attributes their overall placing.
Even with "most generous
judging," it dragged UNH down
from second place to third.
'Despite the "flukey" falls, Goodspeed feels the routines have
improved considerably.
Performing better than anticipated on the uneven bars,
it proved to be their strongest
and most improved event. Diane Aubut, who had been sick
with flu and uncertain whether
she would be fit in time, earned
one of the highest event scores
at 9.40.
Lori Brady also performed
beautifully, including the 'Geinger' in her routine. Composed
of a half-turn with a front flip,
it is a skill "that's very important
for her to make," according to
Goodspeed. Other team
members are trying to learn it,
and senior Tammy Hager will
also be using it when she returns

from her injury.
Hager had been expected to
compete, but was not quite ready
on her· landings. "Our target
date is ·n ext weekend," said
Goodspeed, "but she must be
100 percent."
Betsy Anderson, who Goodspeep feels has been "overlooked", performed strongly on
both the floor and bars·, _greatly
contributing to the overall score.
It is important to remember that
there is depth to this team.
Different people are strong on
each event, and "we are not
counting on any one person,"
according to Coach Goodspeed.
In the all-arouncf, Wildcat
Lori Brady won with 3 7 .20,
raising her record, while Iowa
placed second and third. Susie
Quinlan also had a great meet,
except for a disappointing miss
on the beam, and ever the
smiling optimist, she is looking
forward to next time.
Goodspeed was "excited"
about the team's performance
especially since due to their
intensified training this week,
they were a little more tired.
For the gymnasts, who train 33 1/2 hours a day with only five
home meets, the large crowd
was a great _boost, and "definitely helped the performance."
"The fun part for us is to be
able to bring to New Hampshire
this level of gymnastics," said
Goodspeed. It seems that not
many teams in the Ney., England
region are scoring 180 and
above, and yet all except one
team in this competition scored
·
~ovel82.
Although placing third overall, the : cats are living up to
their motto of "reaching new
heights." Their goal is to g~t

better, even if it's only one tenth
of a point, and get better they
did.
Much of the 'Cats increase in
calibre is due to the new gym
which has eliminated lots of
practice injuries, and allows the
team to train at higher levels.
The "wear and tear to the kids'
bodies is not happening," said
Goodspeed, and it's a tremendous improvement on the old
facility.
Previous training on the
narrow balcony of the Lundholm Gymnasium had put the
gymnasts in a dangerous and
cramped situation. Now they
can be confident of the increased
safety and advantages of the new
gym, which includes a free-foam
pit to break their falls on
unperfected skills and new
routines.
Generally, team morale is
very high, and all are pleased
with their performances this
year. The caliber of the team
has increased, and they are able
to compete against teams that
are in fact better and stronger
than they are. The nature of this
sport allows for teams of different skill levels to compete
against one another without
there being any physical or
psychological damage to either
side.
Attracting teams of high
caliber is a benefit to the team
and Goodspeed, to whom the
win/loss factor is not as important as the strength of the
routines. Goodspeed feels "with
better competition, her team
can perform better." •
The next home meet is on
Saturday, February 11, at 1 :00
p_.m. in the Lurtdholm Gymnasium.

Hockey drops· a pair
By Heather Grant
They knew what kind of
competition to expect, yet there
was no way to prepare for the
heartbreaking losses the women's hockey team would suffer
over the past weekend at the
Northeatern Tournament.
The tournament began Friday
as the Lady 'Cats took on Providence College for the third time
this season. Junior Laura Prisco
and sophmore Karan Akre had
the only goals in the 4-2 loss
to the Friars.
UNH was leading the contest
2-1 after the second period, but
thereafter the team's defense
fell apart and goalkeeper Laura
Stiles allowed three to slip by
in the third period.
It was especially disappointing as the Wildcats outshot their
opponents by a 46-22 margin.

The two teams have been vying
for second place in the ECAC
all season. Later in the tournament Providence went on to
shock the first place Northeastern Huskies.
New Hampshire was given
a shot at the 10-0 Huskies
Saturday but, once again, they
lost their composure in the third
period and were handed their
second loss of the weekend.
The Lady 'Cats were leading
after the first period having
scored three goals in the first
frame. NU recovered and added
tliree goals of their own to knot
the score at three at the end of
the second period.
The Huskies were able to put
one more through the pipes
early in the final period and
UNH would never recover,
losing 4:-3_. I~ was a gam~ ,e!agued

by penalties, unsuccesstu11 power plays and sheer frustration
for the UNH team.
Fortunately, the team was
able to redeem themselves on
Sunday in the consolation game
against Concordia University.
It was the third time this season
that these two teams have faced
each other, and the third time
that the Wildcats have come out
on top.
Star forward Andria Hunter
notched another hat trick while
senior Shelly Difronzo had two
goals. Sophmore Karen Akre
had her tenth goal of the season
and freshman Leigh Bixby had
her second. Sophmore goalkeeper Gina Grassi was given credit
for the win.
The team will get another
shot at the Northeastern Huskies this Thursday night at 7 :00
p.m. at Snively Arena.

The women's hockey team found its sticks stitled as they dropped two ot three contests tnts
weekend. (Paul J. Chalue photo)
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Sports
Hoop d_rills Catamounts

-

By J. Russell Pabst
In a game that was considered
a must win situation, the UNH
men's basketball team rose to
the occasion behind a career
high 38 point performance from
Derek Counts, and cruised past
the University of Vermont 10789.
With the win in Burlington,
Vermont Saturday, the 'Cats are
now 2-9 in the North Atlantic
Conference (3-17 overall),
which pulls them into a tie with
Vermont and Colgate for the
final NAC tournament spot.
Though Counts' play was the
major reason for the victory,
he was quick to give credit to
his teammates, especially Chris
Perkins and Dave Marshall, who
also posted career highs in
scoring.
"Everybody on the team was
ready to play, that's what was
the difference," said Counts.
"We came out and played as a
team."
Offensively, the Wildcats
rode the hot hand of Counts,
who had 12 points in the first
7 1/2 minutes, connecting on
five of his first six shots. When
the senior guard nailed his third
three pointer of the game, UNH
enjoyed a 24-10 lead.
On the defensive end, the
'Cats packed in around Vermont's highly touted 6' 11"
center, Joe Calavita, who could
only muster seven points in the
first half. With Calavita being
kept under control, Vermont
became frustrated and only
ended up scoring 26 points in
the half on a dismal 11-40 (27
percent) shooting effort.
The UNH lead swelled to as
many as 21 before break primarily due to the Wildcats' excellent ball movement in their
offensive set as well as tightening the screws on defense. As
a result, Head Coach Gerry Friel ·
and his team entered the locker
r.oom at half time with a very
comfortable 43-26 lead.
UVM Head Coach Tom Brennan must have given a real
inspiring half time s eech,

because the Catamouncs came
out with a full court press
defense and a run and gun
offense, with freshman Kenny
White doing most of the gunning from three-point land.
With Vermont ball hawking,
UNH took their time offensively, made no mistakes, continued
to put the ball in the hoop and
got out of town as soon as
possible. Although ~hey were
able to stick to their game plan,
things got a little wild and
bizarre before the final buzzer
sounded.
UNH started the second half
right where they left off, and
with Chris Perkins (20 points,
8 rebounds) and Dave Marshall
(19 points, 8 rebounds) playing
very well on both ends of the
court, the lead gradually increased to 24 (54-30). The
shootout was on.
Both teams began to convert
every trip down the court as the
game took on a frenzied pace
featuring playground style basketball.
UVM' s Kenny White began
the aerial assualt from long
range with a three bomb in 1:10,
and after a couple of easy Keith
Carpenter (16 points) layups,
UVM' s Mike Lubas canned a 20footer cutting the lead was down
·co 14.
Throughout the game the
officiating crew of John Cahill,
Joe Moseley, and Frank Vieira
were receiving an earfull of
criticism from not only coach
Brennan but also the Burlington
crowd, for what they thought
were questionable calls against
their Catamounts.
Brennan evidently rode referee Joe Moseley a bit too much .
and said a few too many expletives as he was nabbed with a
technical foul that took the wind
out of the Vermont sails.
The call came after Counts
slammed the ball down in disgust after being called for a five
second violation. Brennan, in
trying to get a technical foul on
Counts, got one of his own,
_allowing the 'Cats t ~ the

lead back up to 19.
With Vermont content with
throwing up three pointers and
hoping for the best, the Wildcat's lead remained in the neighborhood of 20 p·oints. Kenny
White, however, still had some
"treys" left in his shooting arm.
White fired home two more
long range jumpers and with
a Rahim Huland El layup, the
UNH margin was shaved to a
. precarious 11 points (87-76)
with only 4:32 left to play.
Once again the misadventures
of Wildcat players at the free
throw line played a large part
in this game, leaving the do<?r
open for UVM to get within
striking distance. After missed
free throws on the front ends
of a couple of one and one
situations, and a goaltending
call on Carpenter, the Catamounts were within eleven, 9483.
Counts, though, was having
his finest day as a Wildcat, and
he wasn't about to let the
escapades of White and Calavita
rain on his parade.
Having control of the floor,
Counts finished off a coast to
coast drive with a nifty layup
in traffic, and 30 seconds later,
cooly sank two free throws,
giving the 'Cats a 13 point lead.
Brennan again decided to
have words with Moseley.
Screaming upleasantries, Brennan continued one of his more
colorful childish tantrums of
the afternoon, before Moseley
put an end to his tirade by
slapping him with another
technical and the game was New
Hampshire's.
After the game, Coach Friel
had nothing but praise for his
team, all of whose victories this
year have come on the road.
"Sensational. They played a
smart, intelligent basketball
game ... they kept their composure," Friel said.
In regard to Brennan's actions, Friel quipped, "The officiating was terrible. He (Brennan) didn't want to act like
thaLhey, I used to be like that!"

No one could take their eyes off the puck this weekend as the Wildcats split a pair of games
with nationally ranked Maine. (Liz Moulton photo)

•

Vermont could not keep the 'Cats from putting the ball through
the hoop as UNH crushed the (:atamounts. (Mike Stinson
photo)
Statistically, the game was
incredible. counts, Perkins, and
Marshall all rang up new career
highs for scoring. Counts also
posted a new personal high
water mark for assists with
eight, as he came within six
points of tying a UNH record
for most points in a game which
was held by Frank McLaughlin
(1955-56), who netted 44. The
'Cats also came close to setting
a school record for most points
in a game, falling short of the

record 116.
The Wildcats will try to keep_
their momentum going on Wednesday night, "Greek Night,".
in which all Greeks will receive
free admission, as the Boston
University Terriers come to
Durham. BU, who is currently
tied for second in the NAC (72) with Northeastern, will enter
the game fresh off a big victory
over Canisius. The game will
start at 7:30 p.m.

'Cats split with
Black Bears
By Ward D. Fraser
The men's hockey team continued to play well, as they split
a pair of home games against
Maine this weekend. The heavily favored Black Bears from
UMaine came into Friday
night's game with a 24-8 recor~,
but left 24-9 as the 'Cats stunned
them with a well earned 4-3
victory.
Both teams came out strong,
playing very physical, fast-paced
hockey. The 'Cats controlled
much of the play early in the
first period. Although UNH had
the edge in shots, the-Bears were
slightly bigger and faster (as
is the case against many opponents).
The continuous pressure by
New Hampshire paid off at 2:40
of the first period. Defenseman
Jeff Lazaro intercepted a Maine
pass at the blue line and fed the
puck to freshman sensation Joe
Flanagan. Flanagan faked
UMaine goalie Scott King and
slid the puck into the net for
a 1-0 New Hampshi:ie lead.
Both fa_!!Land___players would

learn that Maine could score,
and score quickly! The Black
Bears evened the game just 24
seconds later, as defenseman
Vince Guidotti took a pass from
Martin Robitaille and beat
UNH goalie Pat Morrison.
The period ended with the
teams tied at one a piece, but
New Hampshire controlled the
play even though they were
outshot 12-10.
UMaine jumped on the 'Cats
in the first minute of the second
period, and it looked as if they
might blow the game open, but
Morrison turned away several
shots. New Hampshire settled
down after starting slow and
began to play as they had in the
first period.
Maine center Bruce Major
was called for hooking at 2:35,
and UNH took full advantage
·as Jeff Lazaro picked up a loose
puck and rifled a shot past King
at 3:39.
Just a minute and a half later
UNH struck_ again. Freshman
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